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Abstract
The simplicial objects in an algebraic category admit an abstract homotopy theory via a Quillen model
category structure. We show that the associated stable homotopy theory is completely determined by a ring
spectrum functorially associated with the algebraic theory. For several familiar algebraic theories we can
identify the parameterizing ring spectrum; for other theories we obtain new examples of ring spectra. For the
theory of commutative algebras we obtain a ring spectrum which is related to AndreH }Quillen homology via
certain spectral sequences. We show that the (co-)homology of an algebraic theory is isomorphic to the
topological Hochschild (co-)homology of the parameterizing ring spectrum.  2000 Elsevier Science Ltd.
All rights reserved.
MSC: 55U35; 18C10
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The original motivation for this paper came from the attempt to generalize a rational result
about the homotopy theory of commutative rings. For a map of commutative rings, Quillen [31]
de"ned the cotangent complex as the left derived functor of abelianization; this construction is now
referred to as AndreH }Quillen homology. We wanted to obtain a topological variant of the
cotangent complex by replacing `abelianizationa by `stabilizationa, i.e., passage to spectra in the
sense of stable homotopy theory. In [36] we made this precise by introducing a model category of
spectra for simplicial commutative algebras. At the same time we showed that over the rational
numbers, nothing really new is happening. More precisely, for a commutative 0-algebra B, the
stable homotopy theory of commutative simplicial B-algebras is equivalent to the homotopy
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theory of simplicial B-modules, see [36, Theorem 3.2.3]. Loosely speaking, stable homotopy
and homology of commutative rings coincide rationally * just as they do for topological
spaces.
One aim of this paper is to understand some of the torsion phenomena in the stable homotopy
theory of commutative rings. The main structural result is again concerned with the stable
homotopy category of commutative simplicial B-algebras, but where B is now an arbitrary
commutative ring. We will see that this stable homotopy category is still a category of modules if
one allows rings spectra rather than ordinary rings. For our purpose, the most convenient notion of
ring spectrum is that of a Gamma-ring (see De"nition 1.12). Gamma-rings are based on a symmetric
monoidal smash product for !-spaces with good homotopical properties [9,25,38]. The homotopy
theory of Gamma-rings and their modules is developed in [37]. The generalization of the rational
result [36, Theorem 3.2.3] then reads:
Theorem. Let B be a commutative ring. Then the stable homotopy theory of augmented commutative
simplicial B-algebras is equivalent to the homotopy theory of modules over a certain Gamma-ring DB.
The graded ring of homotopy groups of DB is isomorphic to the ring of stable homotopy operations of
commutative augmented simplicial B-algebras. If B is a 0-algebra, this DB is stably equivalent to the
Eilenberg}MacLane Gamma-ring of B.
This theorem is appropriately dealt with in a more general framework. We are led to consider
pointed simplicial algebraic theories, or just simplicial theories for short. A simplicial theory ¹ has
a category of algebras; de"nitions will be given later, but thinking of a ¹-algebra as a simplicial set
with certain algebraic operations and equational relations is a good guide line. Examples include
simplicial sets, simplicial sets with an action of a group, (abelian) groups, modules over a simplicial
ring, augmented (commutative) algebras over a commutative ring, Lie algebras and many more.
The category of ¹-algebras is naturally a closed simplicial model category, thus allowing one to
apply homotopy theoretic concepts. The category of spectra of ¹-algebras is also a closed simplicial
model category, and its homotopy theory will be referred to as the stable homotopy theory of ¹.
The above theorem then becomes a special case of Theorem 4.4, which in particular states.
Theorem. To a simplicial theory ¹, there is functorially associated a Gamma-ring ¹Q. The graded ring
of homotopy groups of ¹Q is isomorphic to the ring of stable homotopy operations of ¹-algebras. The
stable homotopy theory of ¹-algebras is equivalent to the homotopy theory of modules over ¹Q.
For several examples of algebraic theories the parameterizing Gamma-ring can be identi"ed
with something familiar: for the theory of sets we obtain the standard model of the sphere spectrum;
the theories of monoids and groups give di!erent, but stably equivalent models for the sphere
spectrum; for sets with an action of a "xed group one gets the spherical group ring; the theory of
modules over a "xed ring leads to the Eilenberg}MacLane Gamma-ring. More details on these
examples can be found in Section 7; there we also list algebraic theories * such as the motivating
example of commutative algebras * whose associated Gamma-rings give new homotopy types of
ring spectra.
With the help of Theorem 4.4 we can deduce several structural properties that the homotopy
theory of ¹-algebras shares with the ordinary homotopy theory of spaces. Among other things we
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provide Hurewicz and Whitehead theorems (Corollaries 5.3 and 5.4) as well as Atiyah}Hirzebruch
and universal coe$cient spectral sequences (see 5.5) which relate the Quillen homology of
a ¹-algebra to its stable homotopy.
In [20, Section 4] Jibladze and Pirashvili de"ned the cohomology of a theory with coe$cients
in a functor that takes values in abelian group objects. We provide the link between the
(co-)homology of an algebraic theory and its stable homotopy. Any coe$cient functor G for the
(co-)homology of the theory ¹ gives rise to a bimodule Gr over the Gamma-ring ¹Q. If ¹ is the
theory of modules over some ring, a theorem of Pirashvili and Waldhausen [30, Theorem 3.2]
identi"es theory homology with topological Hochschild homology (THH). In Theorem 6.7 we
generalize this from rings to arbitrary algebraic theories and provide a cohomological analogue:
Theorem. Let ¹ be a pointed discrete algebraic theory and G a coezcient functor. Then there is
a natural isomorphism
H (¹; G) THH (¹Q; Gr).
H
H
If G is additive, then there is a natural isomorphism
HH(¹; G) THHH(¹Q; Gr).
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 1 we review !-spaces, Gamma-rings and their
modules. Section 2 recalls algebraic theories. The unstable homotopy of algebraic theories is
discussed in Section 3. Section 4 deals with the stable homotopy of an algebraic theory and proves
the equivalence with modules over the associated Gamma-ring, Theorem 4.4. In Section 5 we
describe the relationship between stable homotopy and Quillen homology for algebras over
a theory. Section 6 establishes the equivalence of theory (co-)homology with topological Hochschild (co-)homology. Examples and applications are given in Section 7. The reader with little
experience with the abstract notion of an algebraic theory might want to browse through the
examples "rst, to get an idea of what the general theory is all about. We assume familiarity with the
language of homotopical algebra [16,32].
1. Review of !-spaces and Gamma-rings
The category of !-spaces was introduced by Segal [38], who showed that it has a homotopy
category equivalent to the stable homotopy category of connective spectra. Bous"eld and Friedlander [9] considered a bigger category of !-spaces in which the ones introduced by Segal appeared as
the special !-spaces (see Section 1.4). Their category admits a closed simplicial model category
structure with a notion of stable weak equivalences giving rise again to the homotopy category of
connective spectra. Then Lydakis [25] showed that !-spaces admit internal function objects and
a symmetric monoidal smash product with good homotopical properties.
1.1. C-spaces. The category ! is a skeletal category of the category of "nite pointed sets. There is
one object n>"+0, 1,2, n, for every non-negative integer n, and morphisms are the maps of sets
which send 0 to 0. ! is equivalent to the opposite of Segal's category ! [38]. A !-space is
a covariant functor from ! to the category of simplicial sets taking 0> to a one point simplicial
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set. A morphism of !-spaces is a natural transformation of functors. We denote the category of
!-spaces by GS. We sometimes need to talk about !-sets, by which we mean pointed functors from
! to the category of pointed sets. Every !-space can be viewed as a simplicial object of !-sets.
A symmetric monoidal smash product functor : !;!P! is given by lexicographically
ordering the elements of the set n>m>. This smash product extends to a smash product for all
pointed sets. We denote by 2 the !-space which takes n> to n>, considered as a constant simplicial
set. The spectrum associated to the !-space 2 (see 1.2) is the sphere spectrum. The representable
!-spaces !L"!(n>,!) play a role analogous to that of the standard simplices in the category of
simplicial sets. ! is isomorphic to 2. If X is a !-space and K a pointed simplicial set, a new !-space
XK is de"ned by setting (XK)(n>)"X(n>)K.
There are three kinds of hom objects for !-spaces X and >. There is the set of morphisms
(natural transformations) GS(X,>). Then there is a simplicial hom set hom(X,>), de"ned by
hom(X,>) "GS(X(*G)>,>),
G
where the &#' denotes a disjoint basepoint. In this way GS becomes a simplicially enriched
category. Finally there is an internal hom !-space Hom(X,>) de"ned by
Hom(X,>)(n>)"hom(X,> > ),
L ;
where > > (m>)">(n>m>).
L;
A !-space X can be prolonged, by direct limit, to a functor from the category of pointed sets to
pointed simplicial sets. By degreewise evaluation and formation of the diagonal of the resulting
bisimplicial sets, it can furthermore be promoted to a functor from the category of pointed
simplicial sets to itself [9, Section 4]. This prolongation process has another description as the
following coend [27, Section IX.6]. If X is a !-space and K a pointed simplicial set, the value of the
extended functor on K is given by



>

3!KLX(n>).

The extended functor preserves weak equivalences of simplicial sets [BF, Proposition 4.9] and is
automatically simplicial, i.e., it comes with coherent natural maps KX(¸)PX(K¸). We will
not distinguish notationally between the prolonged functor and the original !-space.
1.2. Spectra. A spectrum X in the sense of [9, De"nition 2.1] consists of a sequence of pointed
simplicial sets X for n*0, together with maps SX PX . A map of spectra XP> consists
L
L
L>
of maps X P> strictly commuting with the suspension maps. The homotopy groups of a specL
L
trum X are de"ned as
n X"colim n "X ".
L
G L>G G
A map of spectra is a stable equivalence if it induces isomorphisms on homotopy groups. A !-space
X extends to a simplicial functor from all pointed simplicial sets, so it de"nes a spectrum X(S)
whose nth term is the value of the prolonged !-space at SL"S2S (n factors). For example,
the !-space 2 becomes isomorphic to the identity functor of the category of pointed simplicial sets
after prolongation. So the associated spectrum is given by 2(S) "SL, i.e., 2 represents the sphere
L
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spectrum. The homotopy groups of a !-space are those of the associated spectrum, and they are
always trivial in negative dimensions. A map of !-spaces is called a stable equivalence if it induces
isomorphisms of homotopy groups.
1.3. Smash products. In [25, Theorem 2.2], Lydakis de"nes a smash product for !-spaces by the
formula
(X>)(n>)"colim > > > X(k>)>(l>).
I ;J L
The smash product is characterized by the universal property that !-space maps X>PZ are in
bijective correspondence with maps
X(k>)>(l>)PZ(k>l>)
which are natural in both variables. By [25, Theorem 2.18], the smash product of !-spaces is
associative and commutative with unit 2, up to coherent natural isomorphism. There is a natural
isomorphism of !-spaces
Hom(X>, Z) Hom(X, Hom(>, Z)).
In other words, the category of !-spaces becomes a symmetric monoidal closed category.
1.4. Special C-spaces. A !-space X is called special if the map X(k>Rl>)PX(k>);X(l>) induced
by the projections from k>Rl> to k> and l> is a weak equivalence for all k and l. In this case, the
weak map
% X(2>)6
X(1>);X(1>)Q
P X(1>)
induces an abelian monoid structure on n (X(1>)). Here :2>P1> is the fold map de"ned by

(1)"1" (2). X is called very special if it is special and the monoid n (X(1>)) is a group. By

Segal's theorem ([38, Proposition 1.4], see also [9, Theorem 4.2]), the spectrum associated to a very
special !-space X is an )-spectrum in the sense that the maps "X(SL)"P)"X(SL>)" adjoint to the
spectrum structure maps are homotopy equivalences. In particular, the homotopy groups of a very
special !-space X are naturally isomorphic to the homotopy groups of the simplicial set X(1>).
1.5. Eilenberg+MacLane C-spaces. Simplicial abelian groups give rise to very special !-spaces via
an Eilenberg}MacLane functor H. For a simplicial abelian group A, the !-space HA is de"ned by
(HA)(n>)"A9I [n>] where 9I [n>] denotes the reduced free abelian group generated by the
pointed set n>. HA is very special and the associated spectrum is an Eilenberg}MacLane spectrum
for A. The homotopy groups of HA are naturally isomorphic to the homotopy groups of A. The
functor H embeds simplicial abelian groups as a full subcategory of GS and it has a left adjoint, left
inverse functor ¸. For a !-space X, ¸(X) is the cokernel of the map of simplicial abelian groups
(p ) #(p ) ! : 9I [X(2>)]P9I [X(1>)].
H
H
H
Here p and p are the two projections from 2> to 1> in !. The functor ¸ is compatible with the


smash product of !-spaces (i.e., ¸ is strong symmetric monoidal) and it preserves "nite products,
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see [37, Lemma 1.2]. For Q-co"brant !-spaces (see Section 1.6), ¸ represents spectrum homology
[37, Lemma 4.2].
1.6. Model category structures. Bous"eld and Friedlander introduce two model category structures
for !-spaces called the strict and the stable model categories [9, Sections 3.5 and 5.2]. It will be
more convenient for our purposes to work with slightly di!erent model category structures, which
we call the Quillen- or Q-model category structures (see [37, Appendix A]). The strict and stable
Q-structures have the same weak equivalences (hence the same homotopy categories) as the
corresponding Bous"eld}Friedlander model category structures, but di!erent "brations and co"brations.
We call a map of !-spaces a strict Q-"bration (resp. a strict Q-equivalence) if it is a Kan "bration
(resp. weak equivalence) of simplicial sets when evaluated at every n>3!. Strict Q-co"brations
are de"ned as the maps having the left lifting property with respect to all strict acyclic Q-"brations.
The Q-co"brations can be characterized in the spirit of [32, II.4, Remark 4] as the injective maps
with projective cokernel, see [37, Lemma A.3(b)] for the precise statement. By [32, II.4, Theorem
4], the strict Q-notions of weak equivalences, "brations and co"brations make the category of
!-spaces into a closed simplicial model category.
More important is the stable Q-model category structure. This one is obtained by localizing the
strict Q-model category structure with respect to the stable equivalences. We call a map of !-spaces
a stable Q-equivalence if it induces isomorphisms on homotopy groups. The stable Q-co"brations
are the strict Q-co"brations and the stable Q-"brations are de"ned by the right lifting property
with respect to the stable acyclic Q-co"brations. By [37, Theorem 1.5], these stable notions of
Q-co"brations, Q-"brations and Q-equivalences make the category of !-spaces into a closed
simplicial model category. A !-space X is stably Q-"brant if and only if it is very special and X(n>)
is "brant as a simplicial set for all n>3 !. The Q-model category structure is compatible with
Lydakis' smash product, see [37, Lemma 1.7]. For example, smashing with a Q-co"brant !-space
preserves stable equivalences.
Bous"eld and Friedlander also introduce strict and stable model category structures for spectra.
A map of spectra XP> is a strict "bration (resp. strict weak equivalence) if all the maps X P>
L
L
are "brations (resp. weak equivalences) of simplicial sets. It is a strict co"bration if X P> and


X 6 L\&> P>
L\
L
L 6
(for n*1) are co"brations of simplicial sets. The stable weak equivalences are the maps which
induce isomorphisms on homotopy groups. The stable co"brations coincide with the strict
co"brations and the stable "brations are the maps with the right lifting property with respect to
stable acyclic co"brations. There is a more explicit characterization of the stable "brations in [9,
Section 2.2]. In [9, Theorem 2.3] it is shown that the stable notions of "brations, co"brations and
weak equivalences make the category of spectra into a closed simplicial model category. We show
in Lemma A.3 that this model category structure is coxbrantly generated (see [15], [37, De"nition
A.2]).
1.7. Quillen equivalences. An adjoint functor pair between model categories is called a Quillen pair
if the left adjoint ¸ preserves co"brations and acyclic co"brations. An equivalent condition is to
demand that the right adjoint R should preserve "brations and acyclic "brations. Under these
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conditions, the functors pass to an adjoint functor pair on homotopy categories (see [32, I.4,
Theorem 3] or [16, Theorem 9.7(i)]). A Quillen functor pair is called a Quillen equivalence if the
following condition holds: for every co"brant object A of the source category of ¸ and for every
"brant object X of the source category of R, a map ¸(A)PX is a weak equivalence if and only if its
adjoint APR(X) is a weak equivalence. Sometimes the right adjoint functor R preserves and
detects all weak equivalences. Then the pair is a Quillen equivalence if for all co"brant A the unit
APR(¸(A)) of the adjunction is a weak equivalence. A Quillen equivalence induces an equivalence
of homotopy categories (see [32, I.4, Theorem 3] or [16, Theorem 9.7(ii)]), but it also preserves
higher-order structure like (co-)"bration sequences, Toda brackets and the homotopy types of
function complexes. If two model categories are related by a chain of Quillen equivalences, they can
be viewed as having the same homotopy theory.
The functor that sends a !-space X to the spectrum X(S) has a right adjoint [9, Lemma 4.6], and
these two functors form a Quillen pair. One of the main theorems of [9] says that this Quillen pair
induces an equivalence between the homotopy category of !-spaces, taken with respect to the
stable structure of [9], and the stable homotopy category of connective spectra (see [9, Theorem
5.8]). Since every Q-co"bration is also a co"bration in the sense of Bous"eld and Friedlander, and
since the stable equivalences coincide in the two model category structures, the adjoint functor pair
of [9, Lemma 4.6, Section 5] is also a Quillen pair with respect to the stable Q-model category
structure for !-spaces.
1.8. The assembly map. Given two !-spaces X and >, there is a natural map X>PX> from
the smash product to the composition product. The formal and homotopical properties of this
assembly map are of fundamental importance to this paper. Since !-spaces prolong to functors
de"ned on the category of pointed simplicial sets, they can be composed. Explicitly, for !-spaces
X and >, we set (X>)(n>)"X(>(n>)). This composition  is a monoidal (though not symmetric
monoidal) product on the category of !-spaces. The unit is the same as for the smash product, it is
the !-space 2 (alias !) which as a functor is the inclusion of ! into all pointed simplicial sets.
The assembly map is obtained as follows. Prolonged !-spaces are naturally simplicial functors
[9, Section 3], which means that there are natural coherent maps X(K)¸PX(K¸). This
simplicial structure gives maps
X(n>)>(m>)PX(n>>(m>))PX(>(n>m>))
natural in both variables. From this the assembly map X>PX> is obtained by the universal
property of the smash product of !-spaces. The assembly map is associative and unital, 2 being the
unit for both  and . In technical terms: the identity functor on the category of !-spaces becomes
a lax monoidal functor from (GS,) to (GS, ). The crucial homotopical property of the assembly
map is that it is a stable equivalence whenever X or > is co"brant (see [25, Proposition 5.23]).
1.9. Stable excision. Every functor obtained from a !-space by prolongation preserves weak
equivalences of simplicial sets and connectivity of maps [9, Sections 4.9 and 4.10]. But the
homotopy functors arising as prolonged !-space have further connectivity and excision properties,
such as for example the one we prove now.
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1.10. Lemma. Let F be a !-space and XP> an injective map between simply connected pointed
simplicial sets. Then the map
F(>)/F(X)PF(>/X)
is at least as connected as the suspension of X(>/X).
Proof. Every !-space admits a strict equivalence FAPF from a Q-co"brant !-space. Then the
induced maps FA(X)PF(X) are weak equivalences for all simplicial sets X, so we can assume that
F is Q-co"brant. If F"!LK for some simplicial set K, then F(X) XLK and the lemma can be
veri"ed for F by inspection.
Now we consider an injection of !-spaces FPG, we assume that the lemma holds for F and the
quotient G/F, and we claim that the lemma follows for G. Since all spaces in sight are simply
connected, it su$ces to show that the homotopy co"ber (mapping cone) of the map
G(>)/G(X)PG(>/X) is as connected as &X(>/X). We can calculate the total homotopy co"ber
of the square

in two ways. If we take horizontal homotopy co"bers "rst and use that the lemma holds for the
!-space G/F, we conclude that the total homotopy co"ber is as connected as &X(>/X). By "rst
taking vertical homotopy co"bers and using the lemma for F we see that the lemma holds for G.
We now know that if the lemma holds for a !-space F and if G is obtained from F by cobase
change along one of the generating Q-co"brations (see proof of [37, Theorem 1.5])
!L(**G)>P!L(*G)>, then the lemma holds for G. Also if the lemma holds for all !-spaces in
a (possibly trans"nite) sequence of co"brations, then it holds for the colimit of the sequence.
Finally, the property we are interested in is preserved under retract. This "nishes the proof since all
Q-co"brant !-spaces can be obtained from the trivial !-space by these operations (by the small
object argument [37, Lemma A.1]). 䊐
1.11. Gamma-rings and their modules. Our notion of ring spectrum is that of a Gamma-ring.
Gamma-rings are the monoids in the symmetric monoidal category of !-spaces with respect to the
smash product and they are special cases of `Functors with Smash Producta (FSPs, cf. [5, Section
1.1] or [30, Section 2.2]). One can describe Gamma-rings as `FSPs de"ned on "nite setsa. It was
tempting to call these monoids `!-ringsa but since that term should refer to a functor from ! to
the category of rings, the name `Gamma-ringa was chosen instead. A more detailed discussion of
the homotopy theory of Gamma-rings can be found in [37].
1.12. De5nition. A Gamma-ring is a monoid in the symmetric monoidal category of !-spaces with
respect to the smash product. Explicitly, a Gamma-ring is a !-space R equipped with maps
2PR and

RRPR,
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called the unit and multiplication map, which satisfy certain associativity and unit conditions (see
[27, Section VII.3]). A Gamma-ring R is commutative if the multiplication map is unchanged when
composed with the twist, or the symmetry isomorphism, of RR. A map of Gamma-rings is a map
of !-spaces commuting with the multiplication and unit maps. If R is a Gamma-ring, a left
R-module is a !-space N together with an action map RNPN satisfying associativity and unit
conditions (see again [27, Section VII.4]). A map of left R-modules is a map of !-spaces commuting
with the action of R. We denote the category of left R-modules by R-mod.
One similarly de"nes right modules. The unit 2 of the smash product is a Gamma-ring in
a unique way. The category of 2-modules is isomorphic to the category of !-spaces. For
a Gamma-ring R the opposite Gamma-ring R is de"ned by twisting the multiplication with the
symmetry isomorphism of RR. Then the category of right R-modules is isomorphic to the
category of left R-modules. The smash product of two Gamma-rings is naturally a Gamma-ring.
n R-¹-bimodule is de"ned to be a left (R¹)-module. Because of the universal property of the
smash product of !-spaces (see Section 1.3), Gamma-rings are in bijective correspondence with lax
monoidal functors from the category ! to the category of pointed simplicial sets (both under
smash product). Similarly, commutative Gamma-rings correspond to lax symmetric monoidal
functors.
Standard examples of Gamma-rings are monoid rings over the sphere Gamma-ring 2 and
Eilenberg}MacLane models of classical rings. If M is a simplicial monoid, we de"ne a !-space
2[M] by
2[M](n>)"M>n>
(so 2[M] is isomorphic, as a !-space, to 2 M>). There is a unit map 2P2[M] induced by the
unit of M and a multiplication map 2[M]2[M]P2[M] induced by the multiplication of
M which turn 2[M] into a Gamma-ring. This construction of the monoid ring over 2 is left adjoint
to the functor which takes a Gamma-ring R to the simplicial monoid R(1>).
If B is a simplicial ring, then the Eilenberg}MacLane !-space HB is naturally a Gamma-ring,
simply because H is a lax monoidal functor [37, Lemma 1.2]. The functor H is full and faithful
when considered as a functor from the category of simplicial rings to the category of Gamma-rings.
The functor ¸ is still left adjoint and left inverse to H. More examples of Gamma-rings arise from
simplicial algebraic theories and as endomorphism Gamma-rings, see Sections 4.5 and 4.6 below.
Modules over a Gamma-ring form a model category. A map of R-modules is called a weak
equivalence (resp. "bration) if it is a stable Q-equivalence (resp. stable Q-"bration) as a map of
!-spaces. A map of R-modules is called a co"bration if it has the left lifting property with respect to
all acyclic "brations in R-mod. By [37, Theorem 2.2], the category of left R-modules becomes
a closed simplicial model category this way. For a simplicial ring B, the functors H and ¸ are
a Quillen equivalence between the model category of HB-modules and the model category of
simplicial B-modules [37, Theorem 4.4].
The category of R-modules inherits a smash product. More precisely, let M be a right R-module
and N a left R-module. Then the smash product M N is de"ned as the coequalizer, in the
0
category of !-spaces, of the two maps MRN Z MN induced by the action of R on M and
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N respectively. If N is a co"brant left R-module then the functor ! N takes stable equivalences
0
of right R-modules to stable equivalences of !-spaces [37, Theorem 2.2]. We de"ne the derived
smash product M* N of M and N in the usual way: we choose a co"brant left R-module NA and
0
% N and set M* N"M NA. The derived smash product is well de"ned
a weak equivalence NAP
0
0
up to stable equivalence. There are certain standard Tor spectral sequences converging to the
homotopy groups of M* N, see [37, Lemma 3.1].
0

2. Algebraic theories
Algebraic theories, introduced by Lawvere [23], formalize the concept of an algebraic object as
a set together with n-ary operations for various n3- and equational relations. A detailed
exposition of algebraic theories can be found in [6, Section 3]. To do homotopy theory, we use
algebraic theories which are enriched over the category of simplicial sets; these simplicial theories
have been considered by Reedy [33]. The version of algebraic theories enriched over topological
spaces can be found in [3, Eq. (6); 4, Chapter II] or [34,35]. For many purposes, topological and
simplicial theories can be used interchangeably: the geometric realization and singular complex
functors commute with "nite products, so applying these to the simplicial hom set or the hom
spaces respectively gets one from simplicial to topological theories and vice versa. We discuss
examples of algebraic theories in Sections 2.6 and 7.
An algebraic theory is essentially a category with objects indexed by the natural numbers in such
a way that the nth object is the n-fold product of the "rst object, in a speci"ed way. The prototypical
example (and in fact the initial algebraic theory) is the category ! opposite to the category ! of
"nite pointed sets.
2.1. De5nition. A simplicial theory is a pointed simplicial category ¹ together with a functor !P¹.
It is required that ¹ has the same discrete set of objects as !, and that !P¹ is the identity on
objects and preserves products. A morphism of simplicial theories is a product preserving simplicial
functor commuting with the functor from !.
One should think of the simplicial set hom (n>, 1>) as the space of n-ary operations in
2
the theory ¹. If all the simplicial hom sets are discrete and if one omits the condition that ¹ be
pointed, one recovers the original de"nition of an algebraic theory. For emphasis we refer to such
theories as discrete theories. Since morphisms of theories are always the identity on objects,
a simplicial theory is the same as a simplicial object of pointed discrete theories. There is an initial
simplicial theory, the theory of pointed sets. Formally it is the category ! together with the identity
functor.
2.2. De5nition. If ¹ is a simplicial theory, a ¹-algebra is a product preserving simplicial functor
X from ¹ to the category of pointed simplicial sets. A morphism of ¹-algebras is a natural
transformation of functors. X(1>) is called the underlying simplicial set of the ¹-algebra X.
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Note that even if ¹ happens to be a discrete theory, ¹-algebras are still allowed to have
a simplicial direction, unless otherwise stated. For a ¹-algebra X, each morphism
u3hom (n>, 1>) gives rise to a map
2

6P
X(1>)L
X(n>)P X(1>).
This justi"es thinking of a ¹-algebra as the underlying simplicial set together with n-ary operations
parameterized by the simplicial set hom (n>, 1>). A morphism : RP¹ of simplicial theories
2
induces a functor H : ¹-algPR-alg by precomposition with . The functor H always has a left
adjoint
[6, Theorem 3.7.7].
H
2.3. Free T-algebras. The forgetful functor ¹-algP (pt. simpl. sets), XCX(1>) has a left adjoint,
the free ¹-algebra functor F2. For a pointed simplicial set >, the underlying simplicial set of F2(>)
is given by the coend



F2(>)(1>)"

L>Z

>Lhom (n>, 1>).
2

(The forgetful functor is equal to the functor gH for the unique theory morphism g : !P¹. Hence
the free functor F2 is isomorphic to g .)
H
For any n, the representable functor hom (n>,!) is a ¹-algebra isomorphic to the free
2
¹-algebra generated by n>. In fact, this gives an equivalence of simplicial categories between
¹ and the full subcategory of the "nitely generated free ¹-algebras inside ¹-alg (cf. [6, Proposition 3.8.5]). The composite of the free ¹-algebra functor with the forgetful functor has the structure
of a triple on the category of pointed simplicial sets. A triple also has a notion of algebras over it;
however the category of algebras over the triple derived from ¹ is equivalent to the category of
¹-algebras, so there is no ambiguity as to what a ¹-algebra is. Note that the triple, considered as
a functor from the category of pointed simplicial sets to itself, is degreewise evaluable, i.e., it comes
from a !-space.
This leads to an alternative characterization of algebraic theories via the free ¹-algebra functor:
the category of simplicial theories is equivalent to the category of those triples on the category of
pointed simplicial sets which are degreewise evaluable and commute with "ltered colimits. Yet
another way of putting this is as follows: we denote by ¹Q the restriction of the free ¹-algebra
functor to the category !. So ¹Q is a !-space which comes with maps
¹Q¹QP¹Q and 2P¹Q
which are associative and unital. This just says that ¹Q becomes a monoid in the category of
!-spaces with respect to the composition product of Section 1.8. The functor that sends a simplicial
theory ¹ to the !-space ¹Q with the composition product structure is an equivalence of categories
(simplicial theories)

(monoids in (GS, )).

This result can be found in [6, Proposition 4.6.2] for discrete theories, and in [4, Proposition 2.30]
for topological theories.

12
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2.4. Models. A ¹-algebra is also called a model of ¹ in the category of pointed simplicial sets. We
will also consider models of a theory in categories other than simplicial sets. Let C be a pointed
category which has "nite products and which is enriched over simplicial sets. A model of ¹ in C is
a product preserving simplicial functor X : ¹PC. A morphism of models in C is a natural
transformation of functors. The object X(1>)3C is called the underlying object of X. We will
denote by C(¹) the category of models of ¹ in C. For example, a group object of ¹-algebras is the
same thing as a model of ¹ in the category of simplicial groups. Group objects of ¹-algebras can
also be viewed as models of the theory & of groups (see Section 2.6) in the category of ¹-algebras.
In this paper we will consider models of ¹ in the categories of simplicial abelian groups Ab(¹),
spectra Sp (¹) and !-spaces GS(¹).
We will later need the following lemma whose proof we omit.
2.5. Lemma. Let C and D be two categories with xnite products which are enriched over simplicial
sets. Let ¸ : CPD and R : DPC be a simplicial adjoint functor pair such that the left adjoint
¸ preserves xnite products. Then for any simplicial theory ¹, composition with ¸ and R is an adjoint
functor pair between the categories of models of C(¹) and D(¹).
A "rst instance of this lemma is the geometric realization and singular complex functor pair
between the categories of simplicial sets and compactly generated topological spaces. Another
example to which we will apply the lemma is the adjoint functor pair H and ¸ between !-spaces
and simplicial abelian groups.
2.6. Example (The theory of groups). To illustrate the above de"nitions, we recall how the familiar
example of the category of groups "ts into the abstract framework. We denote the theory of groups
by &. This is a discrete theory with hom&(k>, n>) equal to the set of n-tuples of elements of the free
group on k generators c ,2, c . The identity morphism of hom&(k>, k>) is the tuple (c ,2, c )

I

I
whose ith component is the word consisting only of the ith generator. Composition is given by
substitution: if (w ,2, w ) and (v ,2, v ) are tuples of words in k resp. m generators, their

L

I
composite is the tuple
(w (v ,2, v ),2, w (v ,2, v )).
 
I
L 
I
Here w (v ,2, v ) means that in the word w each generator c is substituted by the entire word v .
G 
I
G
H
H
The functor !P& is given by
hom (k>, n>)"+0, 1,2, k,L P hom&(k>, n>); (i ,2,i ) C (c ,2, c L)

L
G
G
with the convention c "1. We claim that the category of &-algebras is equivalent to the category

of simplicial groups. So let X : &P (pt. simpl. sets) be a &-algebra, i.e., a product preserving
functor. Then the underlying simplicial set X(1>) has a group structure as follows. The word c c is
 
an element of hom&(2>, 1>), so it gives rise to a multiplication map
k"X(c c ) : X(1>) X(2>)PX(1>).
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The word c\ is an element of hom&(1>, 1>), so it gives rise to an inverse map

n"X(c\) : X(1>)PX(1>).

The associativity and inverse conditions are codi"ed in the category &. We explain this for
associativity. We consider the two elements (c c , c ) and (c , c c ) of Hom&(3>, 2>). Since multipli  
  
cation in the free group on 3 generators is associative, the equality
(c c )  (c c , c )"c c c "(c c )(c , c c )
 
  
  
    
holds in hom&(3>, 1>). The product preserving functor X takes this relation to the associativity
condition k(k;id)"k(id;k). Hence the underlying simplicial set of a &-algebra is naturally
a simplicial group.
For the converse let H be a simplicial group. De"ne a functor HM :&P (pt. simpl. sets) on objects
by HM (n>)"HL. The behavior on morphisms is again given by substitution: for w"(w ,2, w )

L
from hom&(k>, n>), de"ne
HM (w)(h ,2, h )"(w (h ,2, h ),2, w (h ,2, h )).

I
 
I
L 
I
Here w (h ,2,h ) means that the elements h 3H are substituted for the generators c into the word
G 
I
H
H
w , and then multiplication is carried out in the group H. We omit the veri"cation that this HM is
G
a functor and that we in fact described an equivalence of categories
&-alg

(simplicial groups).

This example illustrates the general pattern: an arbitrary algebraic theory can be recovered from its
category of algebras as the opposite of the full subcategory of "nitely generated free objects. There
is also a criterion for when a category with an adjoint functor pair to the category of sets is
(equivalent to) the category of algebras over some algebraic theory, see [6, Theorem 3.9.1]. The
example of the theory of groups is somewhat special because here the operations are generated by
unary and binary operations, and all relations involved at most three generators. This need not be
true for general theories. In fact, what makes Lawvere's notion of algebraic theories so elegant is
that generating operations and relations are not mentioned at all. Instead, the category underlying
the theory encodes all possible operations and their relations at the same time.

3. Unstable homotopy
The model category structure for algebras over a discrete theory is due to Quillen [32, II.4
Theorem 4]. For simplicial theories it was established by Reedy [33, Theorem I] and for
topological theories by SchwaK nzl and Vogt [34, Theorem B]. A map of ¹-algebras is a weak
equivalence or "bration if it is a weak equivalence or "bration on underlying simplicial sets
respectively. A map of ¹-algebras is a co"bration if it has the left lifting property with respect to all
acyclic "brations. A map APB of ¹-algebras is called a free map if there exists subsets C LB
L
L
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which are stable under the simplicial degeneracy operators and such that in every simplicial
dimension n, the induced map
A PF2L(C )PB
L
L
L
is an isomorphism of discrete ¹ -algebras.
L
3.1 Theorem (Reedy [33, Theorem I]). Let ¹ be a simplicial theory. Then the category of ¹-algebras
is a closed simplicial model category. The coxbrations are precisely the retracts of free maps.
Proof. The model category structure follows from the lifting Lemma A.2, applied to the forgetful
and free ¹-algebra functors between the categories of ¹-algebras and the category of pointed
simplicial sets. The category of ¹-algebras is locally "nitely presentable, see Lemma A.1. As the
"brant replacement functor Q we can take either Kan's functor Ex [21] or the composition of the
singular complex and geometric realization functor (we then have to work in the category of
compactly generated topological spaces). Each of these functors is simplicial and preserves "nite
products, so it passes to ¹-algebras. Quillen's argument [32, II.4, Remark 4] shows that the
co"brations are the retracts of the free maps. 䊐
3.2. The bar resolution. It will be convenient to have at our disposal the standard cotriple
resolution, also called bar resolution, for ¹-algebras. With the bar resolution, homotopical
properties of free objects can be extended to all co"brant objects. We denote by '2 the composite
of the forgetful functor ¹-algP (pt. simpl. sets) with the free ¹-algebra functor
F2 : (pt. simpl. sets)P¹-alg. This '2 is a cotriple on the category of ¹-algebras, so for any
¹-algebra X a simplicial object of ¹-algebras B(X) is de"ned by B(X) "('2)L>(X) and with the
L
usual simplicial face and degeneracy maps (see [28, Section 9.6]). By construction, B(X) is a free
L
¹-algebra and all structure maps except one of the face maps are free maps with respect to the
de"ning generators. If > is any simplicial object of ¹-algebras, then the diagonal of the underlying
H
bisimplicial set is naturally another ¹-algebra. We denote this diagonal ¹-algebra by "> " and refer
H
to it as the geometric realization. The bar resolution is augmented over the constant simplicial
¹-algebra X, so there is a map of ¹-algebras "B(X)"PX.
3.3. Lemma. The augmentation map "B(X)"PX is a weak equivalence of ¹-algebras. If XP> is
a map of ¹-algebras which is injective on underlying simplicial sets, then "B(X)"P"B(>)" is a free map
of ¹-algebras. In particular, "B(X)" is coxbrant as a ¹-algebra.

Proof. The fact that the augmentation map "B(X)"PX is a weak equivalence on underlying
simplicial sets is a well known property of the bar construction, see e.g. [28, Proposition 9.8]. It
remains to show that "B(!)" takes injective maps to free maps. In simplicial dimension n, the map
B(X) PB(>) is freely generated, in the category of discrete ¹ -algebras, by the injective map
L
L
L
underlying ('2)L(X) P('2)L(>) . So if we let C denote the complement of the image of ('2)L(X) in
L
L
L
L
('2)L(>) , then the sets C satisfy the conditions in the de"nition of a free map. 䊐
L
L
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As an application of the bar resolution we obtain a homotopy invariance property, which can be
found in [33, Corollary, p. 37]. In the context of topological theories, results of a similar kind can
be found in [3, Theorem 8; 4, Theorem 4.58].
3.4. Lemma. Let : ¹PR be a morphism of simplicial theories which is a weak equivalence on all
simplicial hom sets. Then the adjoint functors
and H are a Quillen equivalence between the model
H
categories of ¹-algebras and R-algebras.

Proof. H preserves underlying simplicial sets, hence weak equivalences and "brations, so H and
form a Quillen pair. Since H detects and preserves all weak equivalences, it remains to check
H
that for every co"brant ¹-algebra X, the unit of the adjunction XP H X is a weak equivalence.
H
If X is freely generated by a "nite set, this unit map is a weak equivalence by assumption. If X is
freely generated by an arbitrary set, it is the "ltered colimit, over co"brations, of "nitely generated
free ¹-algebras. If X is freely generated by a simplicial set, the realization lemma (degreewise weak
equivalences of bisimplicial sets induce weak equivalences on the diagonal simplicial sets, see [19,
Proposition 2.4]) reduces to the discrete case. The bar resolution and the realization lemma reduce
the general case to the free case. 䊐
3.5. Homotopy 5ber sequences. Since ¹-algebras have underlying simplicial sets, we can introduce
the usual notions of connectivity of maps and objects. By the homotopy groups of a ¹-algebra we
always mean the homotopy groups of the geometric realization of the underlying simplicial set.
A ¹ algebra will be called n-connected if all homotopy groups below and including dimension n are
trivial. A map of ¹-algebras is called n-connected if it induces isomorphisms on homotopy groups
below dimension n and an epimorphism in dimension n (for all choices of basepoint in the
underlying simplicial set of the source). The homotopy xber of a map of ¹-algebras XP> is de"ned
by choosing a factorization in the category of ¹-algebras
% =Z>
XP
of the map into a weak equivalence and a "bration and then taking the categorical "ber of the
"bration =P>. The homotopy "ber is independent up to weak equivalence of the choice of
factorization and it is also a homotopy "ber in the underlying category of simplicial sets. If
XP>PZ are two maps of ¹-algebras whose composite is trivial, there is an induced map from
X to the homotopy "ber of >PZ. We call the sequence XP>PZ an n-homotopy xber sequence
if the map XP ho"ber(>PZ) is n-connected.
3.6. Theorem. Let XP> be an (n#k)-connected coxbration between n-connected coxbrant ¹algebras (with n*1, k*0). Then the coxbration sequence of ¹-algebras
XP>P>//X
is a (2n#k)-homotopy xber sequence. Here >//X denotes the quotient in the category of ¹-algebras
which has to be distinguished from the quotient of the underlying simplicial sets.
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Proof. We "rst prove the theorem in the special case where the map XP> is obtained from an
(n#k)-connected co"bration APB between n-connected simplicial sets by application of the free
¹-algebra functor. In this case the quotient of ¹-algebras >//X is isomorphic to the free ¹-algebra
generated by the quotient of simplicial sets B/A. The free ¹-algebras functor is a prolonged
!-space, so by Lemma 1.10 the map
>/X"¹(B)/¹(A)P¹(B/A)">//X
is (2n#k#2)-connected. By the Blakers}Massey homotopy excision theorem, the sequence
XP>P>/X is a (2n#k)-homotopy "ber sequence of simplicial sets. The theorem follows in the
special case.
In the general case we use the bar resolution. The co"bration sequence of ¹-algebras
XP>P>//X admits a map from the co"bration sequence "B(X)"P"B(>)"P"B(X)"//"B(>)".
Since all objects in sight are co"brant and the maps "B(X)"PX and "B(>)"P> are weak
equivalences, the map induced on co"bers "B(X)"//"B(>)"P>//X is also a weak equivalence. So it
su$ces to show that the sequence
"B(X)"P"B(>)"P"B(X)"//"B(>)"
is a (2n#k)-homotopy "ber sequence. Geometric realization of simplicial ¹-algebras commutes
with taking quotients, so all three ¹-algebras are realizations of simplicial objects. In a "xed
simplicial dimension, all objects are freely generated by certain simplicial sets, and all maps are free
maps. So by the previous paragraph, the sequence of bar resolutions is a (2n#k)-homotopy "ber
sequence in every simplicial degree. But geometric realization preserves connectivity and
homotopy "ber sequences of connected objects [9, Theorem B.4], which "nishes the proof. 䊐

4. Stable homotopy
The goal of this section is to show that the stable homotopy theory of ¹-algebras is equivalent to
the homotopy theory of modules over a certain Gamma-ring ¹Q. The theorem we are heading for
has a well known algebraic analog which we "rst recall. The notion of an abelian group object in
the category of ¹-algebras coincides with that of a model of ¹ in the category Ab of simplicial
abelian groups. The forgetful functor from abelian group objects to ¹-alg has a left adjoint and the
category Ab(¹) of abelian group objects is in fact an abelian category. Moreover, the category
Ab(¹) is equivalent to the category of modules over a certain simplicial ring ¹ , namely the
endomorphism ring of the free abelian group object on one generator:
¹ -mod.

Ab(¹)

In Theorem 4.4 we are proving the homotopy theoretic analog of this fact. The idea is to replace
abelian group objects by its homotopy analogue, namely in"nite loop objects or spectra. Spectra of
¹-algebras form a model category Sp(¹). Then there is another `ringa ¹Q whose modules are the
spectra of ¹-algebras. We only have to allow Gamma-rings instead of simplicial rings, and instead
of an equivalence of categories we obtain a Quillen equivalence of model categories
Sp(¹)



K ¹Q-mod.
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¹Q is the endomorphism Gamma-ring of the free ¹-algebra on one generator (see Section 4.6 for the
precise meaning). The homotopy groups of ¹Q are isomorphic to the ring of stable homotopy
operations of ¹-algebras. The two rings arising from the theory ¹ are closely related. There is
a 1-connected map of Gamma-rings ¹QPH¹  which governs the relationship between stable
homotopy and homology of ¹-algebras. The simplicial ring ¹  can be obtained from the
Gamma-ring ¹Q by applying the functor ¸ left adjoint to the Eilenberg}MacLane functor (see
Theorem 5.2).
4.1. Spectra of T-algebras. To de"ne spectra, we need to recall the de"nition of the suspension of
a ¹-algebra X. Since ¹-algebras form a simplicial model category, the product X S with the
2
simplicial circle is de"ned. The suspension of X is then obtained as the co"ber, in the category of
¹-algebras, of the map XPX S induced by the inclusion of the unique vertex into S. &X is
2
a bar construction with respect to the coproduct of ¹-algebras. This means that it is the geometric
realization of the simplicial ¹-algebra which in simplicial degree k consists of the coproduct of
k copies of X. The suspension functor has an adjoint ) which is de"ned dually. The loop functor
commutes with the forgetful functor, i.e., the underlying simplicial set of )X is the simplicial set of
pointed maps of S into the underlying simplicial set of X. & and ) are a Quillen adjoint functor
pair. The total derived functors of & and ) are the suspension and loop functors on the homotopy
category of ¹-algebras [32, I.2]. The simplicial structure thus provides liftings of these functors
from the homotopy category to functors on the actual model category. One has to remember that
&X can have the `wronga homotopy type if X is not co"brant just as )> can have the `wronga
homotopy type if > is not "brant.
For our purposes, the naive de"nition of a spectrum su$ces. The following is an elaboration on
the construction of [9, Section 2].
4.2. De5nition. A spectrum X of ¹-algebras is a collection of ¹-algebras X , n*0, and ¹-algebra
L
homomorphisms &X PX . A morphism of spectra f : XP> is a collection of maps f : X P>
L
L>
L L
L
such that all the diagrams

commute. We denote the category of spectra by Sp(¹).
If ¹ is the theory of sets, a ¹-algebra is just a simplicial set and the above de"nition reduces to
the notion of a spectrum as in [9, Section 2]. In general, a spectrum of ¹-algebras is the same thing
as a model of ¹ in the category of spectra of [9]. We call a map of spectra of ¹-algebras a weak
equivalence (resp. "bration) if it is a stable weak equivalence (resp. stable "bration) as a map of
spectra of simplicial sets. We call a map a co"bration if it has the left lifting property with respect to
all acyclic "brations of spectra of ¹-algebras.
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4.3. Theorem. If ¹ is a simplicial theory, then the category Sp(¹) of spectra of ¹-algebras is a closed
simplicial model category.
Proof. We apply Lemma A.2 to lift the stable model category structure of spectra of simplicial sets
to the category Sp(¹). The adjoint functor pair to use consists of the forgetful and the free
¹-algebra functor, applied dimensionwise to spectra. All limits, colimits as well as tensors and
cotensor with simplicial sets are inherited from the category of ¹-algebras and they are de"ned
dimensionwise for spectra of ¹-algebras. The category Sp(¹) is locally "nitely presentable (Lemma
A.1) and the model category of spectra of simplicial sets is co"brantly generated (Lemma A.3). So it
remains to describe a functor Q that provides "brant replacements. In [9, Section 2] Bous"eld and
Friedlander use a functor Q given by
(QX) "colim )G Sing "X ".
L
G
L>G
(Kan's functor Ex can be substituted for the geometric realization of the singular complex).
A priori, the functor Q is de"ned for spectra of simplicial sets; but this choice of Q is simplicial and
preserves "nite products, so it passes to the category of spectra of ¹-algebras. For every spectrum
X, QX is an )-spectrum and degreewise a "brant simplicial set. It is thus "brant in the stable
model category of spectra by [9, A.7]. So the lifting Lemma A.2 applies. 䊐
Now we can state the main theorem of this section, saying that the (connective) stable homotopy
theory of ¹-algebras is equivalent to the homotopy theory of modules over a certain Gamma-ring
¹Q. The fact that we only get connective spectra of ¹-algebras stems from the fact that !-spaces
only represent connective spectra.
4.4. Theorem. To a simplicial theory ¹ there is functorially associated a Gamma-ring ¹Q. The ring
n ¹Q is isomorphic to the ring of stable homotopy operations of ¹-algebras. There is a Quillen adjoint
H
functor pair
¹Q-mod &
& Sp(¹)
whose total derived functors are inverse equivalences between the homotopy category of ¹Q-modules
and the homotopy category of connective spectra of ¹-algebras,
Ho(¹Q-mod)

Ho(Sp(¹)) .


4.5. The Gamma-ring T s. The !-space underlying the Gamma-ring ¹Q is de"ned as the composite
of the free ¹-algebra functor, restricted to the category !, with the forgetful functor from
¹-algebras to pointed simplicial sets. The composite of the free ¹-algebra functor with the forgetful
functor is a triple on the category of simplicial sets. As we pointed out in Section 2.3, this means
that ¹Q comes with associative and unital maps
¹Q¹QP¹Q and 2P¹Q
making it a monoid in the category of !-spaces with respect to the composition product .
Composition with the assembly map (see Section 1.8)
¹Q¹QP¹Q¹QP¹Q
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gives ¹Q a multiplication with respect to the smash product. Since the assembly map is associative
and unital, ¹Q becomes a Gamma-ring.
4.6. A generalization: endomorphism Gamma-rings. The construction of the Gamma-ring ¹Q is
a special case of a more general construction of endomorphism Gamma-rings. As input we can use
any pointed category C which has "nite coproducts. Then C is tensored over the category !, i.e.,
the assignment
Xn>"X P2P X
GFHFI
L
is the object function of a functor  : C;!PC. As a consequence, the category C is also
enriched over the category of !-sets. This means that for any two objects X and > of C there is
a homomorphism !-set HOM(X,>) de"ned by
HOM(X,>)(n>)"C(X,>n>).
Furthermore there is a unit morphism 2PHOM(X, X) induced by the identity of X and
associative and unital composition pairings
HOM(>, Z) HOM(X,>)PHOM(X, Z).
The composition pairing is induced by the universal property of the smash product of !-sets from
the maps
C(>, Z n>) C(X, > m>)PC(X, Z n>m>); fg C ( f id >)  g.
K
In particular, for every object X, the endomorphism !-set HOM(X, X) becomes a Gamma-ring. If
the category C is also enriched over the category of simplicial sets (as is the case for algebras over
a simplicial theory), then the enrichment over !-sets extends to one over !-spaces. This basic
observation gives a rich supply of (endomorphism) Gamma-rings. For a simplicial theory ¹ the
category of ¹-algebras is pointed, simplicially enriched and has coproducts. The value at n> of the
endomorphism Gamma-ring of the free ¹-algebra on one generator is given by
HOM(F2(1>), F2(1>))(n>) Hom
(F2(1>), F2(n>))
2U 
which is naturally isomorphic to the value of the Gamma-ring ¹Q at n>. Since the isomorphism also
preserves the multiplications we obtain the following:
4.7. Lemma. Let ¹ be a simplicial theory. Then the Gamma-ring ¹Q is isomorphic to the endomorphism
Gamma-ring of the free ¹-algebra on one generator.
Warning. The homomorphism !-spaces HOM(X,>) just de"ned are usually not adjoint to any
kind of smash product pairing between C and the category of !-spaces. For example HOM(X,>)
usually does not preserve limits in the second variable (although it does take colimits in the "rst
variable to limits). If C"GS is the category of !-spaces, then the homomorphism !-space
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HOM(X,>) is di!erent from the internal hom !-space Hom(X,>) which is adjoint to the smash
product. Indeed the former is made up from homomorphisms into !-spaces of the form > n>,
whereas the latter uses maps into !-spaces of the form > > . The natural maps of !-spaces
L ;\
induce a natural map HOM(X,>)P Hom (X,>).
>n>P> >
L ;\
4.8. Comparison of the stable categories. We now proceed to compare the two categories Sp(¹)
and ¹Q-mod. This will be done through an intermediate category GS(¹), the category of pointed
functors !P¹-alg, alias the models of ¹ in the category of !-spaces. We obtain three model
categories with Quillen adjoint functor pairs
\1
H
&& GS(¹)&&
&& Sp(¹).
¹Q-mod &&
H
1 \
The left pair is a Quillen equivalence, the right is a Quillen pair which passes to an equivalence of
the homotopy category of GS(¹) with that of connective spectra of ¹-algebras.
Step 1: We "rst establish the stable model category structure for GS(¹). We call a map in GS(¹)
a weak equivalence (resp. "bration) if and only if it is a stable equivalence (resp. stable Q-"bration)
of underlying !-spaces. A map is called a co"bration if it has the left lifting property with respect to
all acyclic "brations.
4.9. Theorem. With these notions of xbrations, coxbrations and weak equivalences, the category
GS(¹) becomes a closed simplicial model category. If XP> is a coxbration in GS(¹), then for every
pointed simplicial set K, the map X(K)P>(K) is a coxbration of ¹-algebras.
Proof. We want to apply Lemma A.2 to lift the stable Q-model category structure from !-spaces to
GS(¹). The adjoint functor pair to use consists of the forgetful and the free ¹-algebra functor,
applied objectwise to !-objects. As a functor category into a complete and cocomplete simplicially
enriched category, GS(¹) has all limits and colimits as well as tensors and cotensor with simplicial
sets. The category GS(¹) is locally "nitely presentable, see Lemma A.1. The crucial ingredient is
the stably "brant replacement functor Q. One possible choice of such Q is given by
(QX)(n>)"colim )G Sing "X(SGn>)".
G
Again we can use Ex [21] instead of geometric realization and singular complex. A priori, the
functor Q is only de"ned on the category of !-spaces. However, Q is a simplicial functor and it
preserves "nite products, so it passes to an endofunctor on the category GS(¹). There is a natural
stable equivalence XPQX, and QX is pointwise "brant and very special, so it is "brant in the
stable Q-model category structure. Thus the lifting Lemma A.2 applies.
To get the statement about co"brations we "rst consider generating co"brations. These are of
the form X"¹QAP¹QB"> for APB a co"bration of !-spaces. Then the map X(K)P>(K) is
obtained from a co"bration of simplicial sets by application of the free ¹-algebra functor, so it is
a co"bration of ¹-algebras. The general case follows by the small object argument [37, Lemma
A.1] since the property in question is preserved under cobase change, trans"nite composition and
retract. 䊐
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Step 2: The comparison of the category Sp(¹) of spectra of ¹-algebras with the category GS(¹)
of !-objects of ¹-algebras follows easily from the work of Bous"eld and Friedlander. In [9, Section
5], they show that the functor XCX(S) from !-spaces to spectra has a right adjoint '(S,!). Both
functors are simplicial and the left adjoint preserves "nite products, so they pass to adjoint functors
between the categories GS(¹) and Sp(¹) (see Lemma 2.5). Since (stable) weak equivalences and
"brations in GS(¹) and Sp(¹) are de"ned on underlying !-spaces or spectra respectively, the
functors (!)(S) and '(S,!) still form a Quillen pair. We have to note here that the stable Q-model
category structure for !-spaces has more "brations than the stable Bous"eld}Friedlander model
category structure. If X is a connective "brant spectrum of ¹-algebras, then the adjunction map
J X is a stable equivalence. So if A is a co"brant object in GS(¹), then a map A(S)PX
'(S, X)(S)P
is a stable equivalence if and only if the adjoint map AP'(S, X) is. Thus the Quillen adjoint
functor pair passes to an equivalence between the homotopy category of GS(¹) and the homotopy
category of connective spectra of ¹-algebras.
Step 3: In this last step we want to construct a Quillen equivalence between the category GS(¹)
and the category of ¹Q-modules. The associative and unital assembly map X  >PX> of
Section 1.8 gives a morphism
( : ¹Q!P¹Q!
of triples on the category of !-spaces. An algebra over the triple ¹Q! is nothing but a ¹Qmodule, an algebra over the triple (¹Q!) is a !-object of ¹-algebras. Pulling back along the triple
morphism ( gives a functor (H : GS(¹)P¹Q-mod. This functor has a left adjoint ( (see [24,
H
Corollary 1]). The right adjoint (H preserves "brations and weak equivalences since these are
de"ned everywhere on underlying !-spaces; so the functors form a Quillen pair. Since the right
adjoint in fact detects and preserves all weak equivalences, it su$ces to show
4.10. Lemma. For a coxbrant ¹Q-module A, the unit map AP(H( A of the adjunction is a stable
H
equivalence.
Proof. We assume "rst that the co"brant ¹Q-module A is induced, i.e., it is of the form A"¹Q>
for some co"brant !-space >. Pushforward along a map of triples takes free objects to free objects,
so in this case the map in question is the assembly map
A"¹Q>P¹Q>"(H( A,
H
which is a weak equivalence by [25, Proposition 5.23]. Now we assume that the co"brant
¹Q-module A can be written as the pushout of a diagram of ¹Q-modules
AQK M ¸
in which KP¸ is a co"bration and such that Lemma 4.10 holds for the co"brant ¹Q-module A
and the quotient module ¸/K A/A. We claim that then the lemma also holds for A. Indeed,
co"brations of ¹Q-modules are injective and co"bers of ¹Q-modules are calculated on underlying
!-spaces [37, Theorem 2.2]. So the co"ber sequence of ¹Q-modules APAPA/A gives rise to
a long exact sequence of homotopy groups by [37, Lemma 1.3]. As a left adjoint in a Quillen
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functor pair ( preserves pushout, co"bers and co"brations. Hence the "ve lemma gives the
H
desired conclusion once we know that the co"ber sequence in GS(¹)
( AP( AP( (A/A)
H
H
H
also gives rise to a long exact sequence of homotopy groups. If we evaluate at the simplicial
n-sphere SL, we obtain a co"ber sequence of (n!1)-connected co"brant ¹-algebras (by Theorem
4.9). By Theorem 3.6, we obtain a long exact sequence of homotopy groups in a stable range, and
we let n go to in"nity.
The previous two paragraphs together show that the conclusion of Lemma 4.10 holds for all
¹Q-modules which can be obtained from the trivial module by "nitely many cobase changes along
co"brations between modules that are induced from !-spaces. Then it also holds for modules
which are "ltered direct limits of such modules. But an arbitrary co"brant ¹Q-module is a retract of
one of this sort by the small object argument [37, Lemma A.1]. 䊐
4.11. Stable homotopy operations. Interpreting n ¹Q in terms of stable homotopy operations is
H
a standard representability argument. We will be brief since this result will not be used in the rest of
this paper. A homotopy operation of ¹-algebras is a natural transformation n Pn of functors
L
K
¹-algP(sets) for some n, m. Homotopy operations can be composed if the source of one is the
target of the other, and they form a category with objects the natural numbers. The functor n is
L
represented by F2(SL) in the homotopy category of ¹-algebras, i.e., n X [F2(SL), X] (the rightL
hand side denotes maps in the homotopy category). Consequently, the category of homotopy
operations is isomorphic the opposite of the full subcategory of Ho (¹-alg) generated by the F2(SL).
In particular, homotopy operations n Pn are in bijective correspondence with elements of
L
K
[F2(SK), F2(SL)]. Homotopy operations can be suspended, i.e., if q : n Pn is one, one de"nes
L
K
&q : n Pn
on a ¹-algebra X as the composite
L>
K>
O6
"X".
n "X" n )"X"P n )"X" n
K
K>
L>
L
The suspension of operations corresponds to the suspension
& : [F2(SK), F2(SL)]P[F2(SK>), F2(SL>)]
in the homotopy category of ¹-algebras.
A stable homotopy operation of degree n is represented by a sequence (q )  of homotopy
G GVG
operations q : n Pn
with the property that q "&q . Two such sequences de"ne the same
G G
G>L
G>
G
stable operation if the components eventually agree, i.e., if almost all components are equal. Stable
homotopy operations can always be composed, the degrees add under composition, and they form
a graded ring. The natural isomorphisms of n "F2(SG)" with the sets of homotopy classes
L>G
[F2(SL>G), F2(SG)] assemble into an isomorphism of n ¹Q"colim n "F2(SG)" with the colimit of
L
G L>G
the sets [F2(SL>G), F2(SG)] over suspension; but the elements of colim [F2(SL>G), F2(SG)] are nothing
G
but the stable homotopy operations of degree n. The fact that the isomorphism between n ¹Q and
H
stable homotopy operations is multiplicative follows from the fact both products are (suitable
kinds of) composition products, see Lemma 4.7.
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5. Stable homotopy versus homology
We have seen that a simplicial theory ¹ gives rise to two `ringsa and a multiplicative map
between them. There is the simplicial ring ¹  whose modules are the abelian group objects in the
category of ¹-algebras. And there is the Gamma-ring ¹Q whose modules are (Quillen equivalent to)
connective spectra of ¹-algebras. Abelianization induces a Gamma-ring map ¹QPH¹ . This map
encodes the relationship between stable homotopy and homology in the homotopy theory of
¹-algebras. In this section we will show that the map ¹QPH¹  is 1-connected and we will
establish Hurewicz and Whitehead Theorems for ¹-algebras as well as universal coe$cient and
Atiyah}Hirzebruch spectral sequences.
5.1. Quillen homology. We recall Quillen's de"nition of homology as the left derived functor of
abelianization [32, II.5]. By de"nition, the abelianization functor
! : ¹-algPAb(¹)

is the left adjoint to the forgetful functor. If X is a ¹-algebra, one chooses a co"brant replacement
% X and de"nes the homology of X to be the homotopy of the abelianization of the
XP
replacement:
H X"n (X ).
H
H 
The unit of the adjunction is a map of ¹-algebras XPX which we refer to as the Hurewicz map.

More generally there is (co-)homology of a ¹-algebra with coe$cients. If M is a right simplicial
¹ -module, then the homology of X with coe$cients in M is de"ned as the homotopy of the tensor
product
H (X; M)"n (M X ).
H
H
2

If N is a left simplicial ¹ -module, then the cohomology groups of X with coe$cients in N are
de"ned as the homotopy classes of ¹ -module maps
.
HH(X; N)"[X , &HN] 

2 U 
Note that unless the simplicial ring ¹  is commutative, homology and cohomology need di!erent
kinds of coe$cients. In the case of the theory of sets this notion of homology specializes to singular
homology of simplicial sets. For commutative rings it specializes to AndreH }Quillen homology
[31, Section 4].
Given a ¹-algebra X, we need a model for its suspension spectrum as a ¹Q-module. There is
a slick de"nition using the interpretation of ¹Q as the endomorphism Gamma-ring of the free
¹-algebra on one generator as in Lemma 4.7. In the notation of Section 4.6 (with C"¹-alg), we
can set &X"HOM(F2(1>), X) as a !-space, and with ¹Q-module structure given by the
composition action of ¹Q HOM(F2(1>),F2(1>)). An equivalent description of &X is as follows.
"
First de"ne a !-object of ¹-algebras &X by
"
(&X) (n>) " X n> "X P 2 P X ,
GFHFI
n
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"
the coproduct being taken in the category of ¹-algebras. As a functor ¹-algPGS(¹), &X is left
"
adjoint to evaluation at 1>. Note that when &X is extended (by direct limit and degreewise
"
application) to a functor from simplicial sets to ¹-algebras, then we get (&X ) (K)"XK (this
smash product refers to the enrichment of the category of ¹-algebras over pointed simplicial sets).
"
Hence the spectrum associated to &X is isomorphic to the suspension spectrum of X as
a ¹-algebra, which justi"es the name. Recall from Section 4.8 that !-objects in ¹-alg can be pulled
back to ¹Q-modules via a functor (H. This means that the underlying !-space of the !-¹-algebra
"
&X is endowed with a left ¹Q-action via the assembly map (1.8)
"
"
¹Q&X P ¹Q&X P &X.
"
The ¹Q-module (H&X is isomorphic to &X. So the two suspension spectrum objects &X and
"
&X have the same underlying !-spaces, but one is viewed as a ¹Q-module, the other one as an
object of GS(¹).
Recall from [37, Lemma 1.2] that the left adjoint functor ¸ to the Eilenberg}MacLane functor
H is strong symmetric monoidal and preserves "nite products. In particular, it takes Gamma-rings
to simplicial rings. Furthermore, the functors ¸ and H pass to an adjoint functor pair between the
category GS(¹) of !-objects of ¹-algebras and the category Ab(¹) of abelian group objects of
¹-algebras by Lemma 2.5. In the following theorem we combine these formal properties with some
homotopical input to obtain information on the relationship between stable homotopy and
homology for ¹-algebras.
"
5.2. Theorem. For a ¹-algebra X, the object ¸(&X)3Ab(¹) is naturally isomorphic to X . The map

of Gamma-rings ¹QPH¹  induces an isomorphism on n and an epimorphism on n and its adjoint is


an isomorphism of simplicial rings ¸(¹Q) ¹ . In particular, if ¹ is a discrete theory, then ¹  n ¹Q.

For a right ¹ -module M and a ¹-algebra X, there is a natural map of !-spaces
HM* Q&XPH(M X )
2

2
which is a stable equivalence whenever X is coxbrant.
Proof. The forgetful functor from abelian group objects factors as a composite
& GS(¹)&&
 > ¹-alg.
Ab(¹)P
"
Since ¸ : GS(¹)PAb(¹) is left adjoint to H and & is left adjoint to evaluation at 1>, their
composite is a left adjoint to the forgetful functor. The adjoint of the map ¹QPH¹  is
a homomorphism of simplicial rings so it su$ces to show that it is an isomorphism in Ab(¹). But
the !-space ¹Q underlies the suspension spectrum of the free ¹-algebra on one generator, so ¸(¹Q) is
isomorphic to the free abelian group object on one generator ¹  by what we already proved. The
fact that ¹QPH¹  induces an isomorphism on n and an epimorphism on n then follows from


[37, Lemma 1.2].
There is a functorial co"brant replacement (&X)P&X in the category of ¹Q-modules. Then
[37, Lemma 4.2] with R"¹Q provides a natural stable equivalence of !-spaces from
"
¸(&X), it remains to show that the map of
HM Q(&X) to H(M ¸((&X))). Since X
2

2
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"
co"brant ¹ -modules ¸((&X))P¸(&X) is a weak equivalence. This follows if we can show that
for any ¹ -module =, the induced map on homomorphism spaces
"
(¸(&X),=)Phom 
(¸((&X)),=)
hom 
2 U 
2 U 
is a weak equivalence. By the various adjunctions, this map is isomorphic to the map
"
((&X), H=)
homGS (&X, H=)PhomGS (( (&X), H=) hom Q
2
2 H
2 U 
"
induced by the stable equivalence of co"brant objects ( (&X)P&X (this uses Lemma 4.10).
H
Hence the latter map of homomorphism spaces is a weak equivalence, which "nishes the proof. 䊐
5.3. Corollary (Hurewicz theorem). Let ¹ be a simplicial theory and X a coxbrant (n!1)-connected
¹-algebra (n*2). Then the Quillen homology of X vanishes below dimension n and the Hurewicz map
induces an isomorphism n X H X and an epimorphism n XPH X.
L
L
L>
L>
Proof. An application of Theorem 3.6 to the co"ber sequence XPCone(X)P&X shows that the
map "X"P)"&X" is (2n!1)-connected. Since n*2, the nth homotopy group of X is thus
isomorphic to the nth stable homotopy group and n X surjects onto the (n#1)st stable
L>
homotopy group. By Theorem 5.2, the !-space HX is stably equivalent to H¹ * Q&X. So the

2
Tor spectral sequence for the derived smash product [37, Lemma 3.1] takes the form
TorLH2Q(n ¹ ,n &X) N H (X).
N
H
H
O
N>O
Since the map ¹QPH¹  is 1-connected, this spectral sequence gives the desired answer for the
"rst non-trivial homology groups of X. 䊐
5.4. Corollary (Whitehead theorem). Let ¹ be a simplicial theory and XP> a map of simply
connected ¹-algebras which induces an isomorphism in Quillen homology. Then the map is a weak
equivalence.
Proof. We can assume that X and > are 1-reduced and co"brant and that the map is a co"bration.
Then the co"ber >//X is 1-connected and has vanishing Quillen homology, hence is weakly
contractible by the Hurewicz Theorem 5.3. Again by the Hurewicz Theorem, the map XP> is
2-connected. An application of Theorem 3.6 to the co"bration XP> and induction gives that the
map XP> is m-connected for all m. 䊐
5.5. Spectral sequences relating Quillen homology and stable homotopy. Let X be a co"brant
¹-algebra and M a coe$cient module for Quillen homology. By Theorem 5.2, the homology
groups of X with coe$cients in M are isomorphic to the stable homotopy groups of the !-space
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HM* Q&X. So the spectral sequence for the derived smash product [37, Lemma 3.1] gives
2
a universal coezcient spectral sequence
E "TorLH2Q(n M, nQ X) N H (X; M).
N
H
H O
N>O
NO
This spectral sequence lies in the "rst quadrant. If X is (n!1)-connected, if we take M"¹  and if
for simplicity we take ¹ to be a discrete theory we can read o! the following six term exact sequence
(n ¹QnQ X)(n ¹QnQ X)PnQ X P H X P n ¹QnQ XPnQ XP H XP 0

L>

L
L>
L>

L
L>
L>
which re"nes the part of the Hurewicz theorem that claims the surjectivity of the Hurewicz map in
dimension n#1.
If = is a right ¹Q-module, then the homotopy groups of the derived smash product
= X"n (=* Q&X) are a generalized homology theory in the ¹-algebra X. The spectral
H
H
2
sequence [37, Lemma 3.1] together with Theorem 5.2 thus gives an Atiyah}Hirzebruch spectral
sequence
E "H (X; n =)N= (X).
NO
N
O
N>O
6. Relation to theory cohomology
In this section we provide the link between the cohomology and the stable homotopy of an
algebraic theory. In [20, De"nition 4.2], Jibladze and Pirashvili introduce the cohomology of an
algebraic theory as Ext groups in an abelian functor category * see Remark 6.4 for some
background and explanation about their cohomology theory. The main result of this section,
Theorem 6.7, says that the Jibladze}Pirashvili homology groups of a theory ¹ with coe$cients in
a functor G are isomorphic to the topological Hochschild homology groups of the Gamma-ring
¹Q with coe$cients in a bimodule Gr associated to G. This generalizes a theorem of Pirashvili and
Waldhausen [30, Theorem 3.2]. We also show that the analogous statement in cohomology holds
provided the coe$cient functor G is additive.
6.1. Homological algebra in functor categories. Let C be a small category with zero object and
R any ring. We denote by F(C, R) the category of covariant pointed functors from C to the
category of left R-modules. This is an abelian category in which exactness is de"ned objectwise. For
every object c of C there are functors P and I de"ned by
A
A
P (d)"RI [C(c, d)] and I (d)"map (C(d, c), R ).
A
A
H

Here RI [!] denotes the reduced free R-module on the pointed set of morphisms from c to d,
R "Hom9(R,0/9) is the injective cogenerator in the category of left R-modules and `map a
H

denotes the set of pointed maps into R with the pointwise left R-module structure. Because of the

Yoneda-type isomorphisms
HomF C (P , G) G(c) and HomF C (G, I ) Hom
(G(c), R ),
 0 A
 0
A
0U 
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P is a projective object and I is an injective object in the abelian category F(C,R). Furthermore,
A
A
the functors P form a set of projectives generators and the functors I form a set of injectives
A
A
cogenerators for F(C, R) when c runs over the objects of C.
6.2. (Co-)homology of algebraic theories. We consider a discrete, pointed algebraic theory ¹. We
abbreviate to F(¹) the abelian category F(¹, ¹ ) of pointed functors from ¹ to the category
of left ¹ -modules. We recall from [6, Proposition 3.8.5] that ¹ is equivalent to the full
subcategory of ¹-alg given by the "nitely generated free ¹-algebras. Also the category of left
modules over the ring ¹  is equivalent to the category Ab(¹) of abelian group objects of
¹-algebras. ¹  is the endomorphism ring of the free abelian group object on one generator, and by
Theorem 5.2 it is isomorphic to the ring n ¹Q. The category F(¹) has a special object I , the


abelianization functor for ¹-algebras, restricted to ¹. Every (R(¹ ))-module M de"nes
a functor M I in F(¹ op, R). These are precisely the additive functors, i.e., those functors which
2 
commute with coproducts. The functor R-mod-¹ PF(¹, R) which sends M to M I is
2 
right adjoint to the functor which sends G3F(¹, R) to the R-¹ -bimodule
N>H NH\ H
G "coker(G(2>) &&& G(1>)).
Here the right ¹ -action is induced, through the functor G, from the action of the monoid
hom (1>, 1>) on the free ¹-algebra on one generator.
2
In the case where R"¹  and G3F(¹), the abelian group G  thus has a two-sided action of
the ring ¹ . In this case we can equalize the actions and de"ne
QG"G /(tx!xt),
i.e., we divide out the subgroup generated by elements of the form tx!xt for x3G  and t3¹ .
Then Q is an additive, right exact functor from F(¹) to the category of abelian groups and so it has
left derived functors ¸ Q.
G
6.3. De5nition (Jibladze and Pirashvili [20, De"nition 4.2] ). Let ¹ be a pointed discrete algebraic
theory and G3F(¹). The homology and cohomology of ¹ with coe$cients in G are then de"ned
as
(I , G).
H (¹; G)"(¸ Q)(G) and HH(¹;G)"ExtH
F
2 
H
H
6.4. Remark. The notion of (co-)homology of a theory ¹ with coe$cients in a functor in the sense
of Jibladze and Pirashvili has to be distinguished from the Quillen (co-)homology of a ¹-algebra
X with coe$cients in an abelian group object which we reviewed in Section 5.1. If the theory ¹ is
"xed, then Quillen homology provides a homology theory for varying ¹-algebras. For example,
Quillen homology satis"es excision and is homotopy invariant.
The Jibladze}Pirashvili cohomology plays the same role for algebraic theories that is played by
Hochschild cohomology for algebras over a "eld, and it generalizes MacLane cohomology [26] for
arbitrary rings. For example in [20, Section 4], Jibladze and Pirashvili give interpretations of the
theory cohomology groups in dimensions 0, 1 and 2 as suitable `centera, `outer derivationa and
`singular extensiona groups respectively. For the theory of modules over a ring and for an additive
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coe$cient functor these reduce to the corresponding classical interpretations of the MacLane
cohomology groups. Indeed, by [20, Theorem A] the cohomology groups of the theory of
R-modules with coe$cients in a bimodule are isomorphic to the MacLane cohomology groups.
6.5. Topological Hochschild (co-)homology. Let S be a Gamma-ring and M an S-bimodule.
We choose a co"brant approximation cSPS in the model category of Gamma-rings of [37,
Theorem 2.5].
For us the topological Hochschild homology groups of S with coe$cients in M are de"ned as the
homotopy groups of the derived smash product of S and M as cS-S-bimodules,
THH (S; M)"n (S * M).
L
L
A1;1
This is not the original de"nition of topological Hochschild homology given by BoK kstedt [5].
However Shipley [39, Section 4] shows in the context of symmetric spectra that the two de"nitions
are equivalent; a proof of the analogous statements in the context of Gamma-rings is similar, but
easier. The topological Hochschild cohomology groups of S with coe$cients in M are de"ned as the
homotopy classes of cS-S-bimodule maps from S to M,



[S, &LM]
if n*0,
A1U1
[&\LS, M]
if n(0.
A1U1
Here & refers to the suspension functor in the homotopy category of cS-S-bimodules.
THHL(S; M)"

6.6. The bimodule construction. To a functor G3F(¹,R) there is a functorially associated
cHR-¹Q-bimodule Gr. This generalizes the construction of [30, Example 2.6]. Here cHR is
a co"brant approximation of HR in the model category of Gamma-rings of [37, Theorem 2.5]. As
a !-space, Gr is equal to the composite functor
$2 ¹&&
% R-mod &&
 (pt. simpl. sets).
! &&
In other words, the value of the !-space Gr on n> is the underlying set of the value of G on the free
¹-algebra on n generators. There is a map HRGr¹QPGr given at n>3! by
(HRGr¹Q)(n>)"RI [G(F2(F2(n>)))]&&G(F2(n>))"Gr(n>);
this map is evaluation both inside and outside of G and it uses that G takes values in R-modules
and that F2 is a triple. Composition with the assembly map (1.8) and the stable equivalence of
% HR gives the bimodule structure cHR  Gr ¹QPGr. For example, the
Gamma-rings cHRP
cHR-¹Q-bimodule associated to the additive functor M I is the Eilenberg}MacLane module
2 
HM.
6.7. Theorem. Let ¹ be a pointed discrete algebraic theory and G3F(¹). There is a natural
isomorphism
H (¹;G) THH (¹Q;Gr).
H
H
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For ¹ -bimodules M, the groups THHH(¹Q;HM) are trivial in negative dimensions and for **0
there is a natural isomorphism
HH(¹;M I ) THHH(¹Q;HM).
2 
6.8. Remark. A special case of interest is the case when ¹ is the theory of left R-modules for a ring
R. We are then looking at functors G3F(R) from the category of "nitely generated free R-modules
to all R-modules. In this case the homotopy groups n Gr are (essentially by de"nition) the stable
H
derived functors of G in the sense of Dold and Puppe [13, Section 8.3]. The homological case of
Theorem 6.7 then specializes to [30, Theorem 3.2]. By a theorem of Jibladze and Pirashvili [20,
(I,M !) are naturally isomorphic to the MacLane cohomology
Theorem A] the groups ExtH
F
0
0
groups HH (R;M) introduced in [26]. So the cohomological part of Theorem 6.7 implies that
+*
MacLane cohomology coincides with topological Hochschild cohomology.
The cohomology of ¹ with coe$cients in a non-additive functor can di!er from the topological
Hochschild cohomology, see Remark 6.15. To prove the homological part of Theorem 6.7 we use
the same strategy as [30]: we show that topological Hochschild homology has the universal
properties of the derived functors of Q. The cohomological part follows from a comparison of the
derived category of the abelian category F(¹,R) with the homotopy category of cHR-¹Qbimodules. We start with three short lemmas.
6.9. Lemma. Let P be the projective object of F(¹,R) represented by n>3¹ (see 6.1). Then Pr is
L
L
stably equivalent to cHR  n> ¹Q as a cHR-¹Q-bimodule.
Proof. The !-space underlying Pr is the composite of three other !-spaces, Pr "HR!L¹Q. The
L
L
cHR-¹Q-bimodule structure comes through the left and right composition factors. Since cHR is
co"brant as a Gamma-ring, it is also co"brant as a !-space [37, Theorem 2.5]. By [25, Proposition
5.23] the assembly map
% HR  !L  ¹Q
cHR  !L ¹QP
from the smash to the composition product is thus a stable equivalence. The lemma follows since
the co"brant !-spaces !L and 2  n> are stably equivalent. 䊐
Recall from [37, Section 4] that the functor ¸ which is adjoint to the Eilenberg}MacLane
functor H passes to a functor ¸:cHR-mod-¹QPR-mod-¹  (using the isomorphism ¹  ¸(¹Q)).
6.10. Lemma. There is a natural isomorphism G  ¸Gr of functors F(¹,R)PR-mod-¹ .
Proof. The evaluation map 9I [G(1>)]PG(1>) passes to a natural map of R-¹ -bimodules from
¸Gr to G . By Lemma 6.9 and [37, Lemma 1.2], ¸Pr is isomorphic to the free bimodule (R¹ )L,
L
so the map is an isomorphism for the projective generators. Since both expressions are right exact
in G, the map is an isomorphism in general. 䊐
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We denote by sF(¹,R) the category of simplicial objects in F(¹,R) (which is the same as the
category of pointed functors from ¹ to the category of simplicial left R-modules). The bimodule
construction 6.6 which takes G to Gr can be applied dimensionwise to simplicial functors.
6.11. Lemma. The bimodule construction G C Gr takes short exact sequences of simplicial functors in
sF(¹,R) to homotopy coxber sequences of cHR-¹Q-bimodules.
Proof. When the underlying !-spaces of the bimodules associated to a short exact sequence are
evaluated at a simplicial sphere SL, one obtains a short exact sequence of simplicial R-modules
which give rise to a long exact sequence in homotopy. When n tends to in"nity, these assemble into
a long exact sequence for the homotopy groups of the cHR-¹Q-bimodules. 䊐
Proof of the homological part of Theorem 6.7. We show that the functors THH (¹Q;(!)r) have the
H
universal properties of the derived functors of Q. By [37, Lemmas 1.2 and 4.1] we can identify
THH (¹Q;Gr) as

¸Gr.
THH (¹Q;Gr) ¸(¹Q Q Q Gr) ¹  
2 B2 

A2 ;2 
So by Lemma 6.10, the group THH (¹Q,Gr) is naturally isomorphic to QG. Short exact sequences of

objects in F(¹) go to homotopy co"ber sequences of bimodules (Lemma 6.11), which become
homotopy co"ber sequences of !-spaces after derived smash product with ¹Q over c¹Q(¹Q). So
the functors THH (¹Q,(!)r) have a connecting homomorphism with respect to which short exact
H
sequences of objects in F(¹) go to long exact sequences in homology. So it remains to show that
topological Hochschild homology vanishes in positive dimensions for each of the projective
generators P of F(¹). Using Lemma 6.9 we calculate
L
THH (¹Q,Pr ) n (¹Q* Q Q (H¹  n> ¹Q)) n (H¹  n>) (n ¹ )L
H
H
H
L
H
A2 ;2 
which is indeed trivial in positive dimensions since ¹  is a discrete ring. 䊐
6.12. Model structures for simplicial functors. The cohomological part of Theorem 6.7 is a special
case of a more general statement about the relationship between the category of simplicial functor
from ¹ to R-modules and the category of cHR-¹Q-bimodules. Quillen [32, II.4, Theorem 4]
provides a standard model category structure on the category sF(¹,R) of simplicial functors. The
weak equivalences (resp. "brations) are the maps which are objectwise weak equivalences (resp.
"brations) of simplicial R-modules. We refer to this model category structure as the strict structure
for simplicial functors. By the Dold-Kan theorem the normalized chain complex functor induces an
equivalence of the strict homotopy category of sF(¹,R) with the derived category D>(F(¹,R))
of non-negative dimensional chain complexes over the abelian category F(¹,R). The bimodule
construction takes objectwise weak equivalences of simplicial functors to stable equivalences of
cHR-¹Q-bimodules. Lemma 6.11 implies that the induced functor on the level of homotopy
categories
(!)r : D>(F(¹,R)) P Ho(cHR-mod-¹Q)
is a triangulated functor.
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We call a map of simplicial functors FPG a stable equivalence (resp. stable "bration) if the
associated map of cHR-¹Q-bimodules FrPGr is a stable equivalence (resp. stable "bration). The
stable co"brations coincide with the strict co"brations. A simplicial functor G is stably "brant if
and only if it is homotopy-additive, i.e., if for all X, >3¹ the map F(X)F(>)PF(XP>) is a weak
equivalence of simplicial R-modules.
6.13. Theorem. The stable notions of xbrations, coxbrations and weak equivalences make the category
sF(¹, R) of simplicial functors into a closed simplicial model category. The functor (!)r is the right
adjoint of a Quillen equivalence between the stable model category of simplicial functors sF(¹, R)
and the model category of cHR-¹Q-bimodules.
Proof. The functor G C Gr preserves all limits and we "rst want to see that it actually has a left
adjoint. It su$ces to show this for discrete functors in F(¹, R). The category F(¹, R) is
complete, it has a set of cogenerators (see Section 6.1) and it is well-powered (i.e., every object has
only a set of subobjects). So Freyd's Special Adjoint Functor Theorem (see e.g. [27, Section V.8,
Corollary]) provides a left adjoint (!) . To obtain the model category structure we apply the
r
lifting Lemma A.2. The category sF(¹, R) of simplicial functors is complete, cocomplete,
simplicially enriched and locally "nitely presentable (Lemma A.1). The model category structure of
cHR-¹Q-bimodules is co"brantly generated. It remains to "nd a stably "brant replacement functor
Q for the category sF(¹, R). We "rst note that a simplicial functor G3sF(¹, R) can be extended
to a functor from the category of ¹-algebras to simplicial R-modules by the coend construction



G(X)"

I>Z2
XI G(k>) for X3¹-alg.

Then the functor Q is given by
)LG(&LF2(k>)).
L
The underlying !-space of (QG)r is a stably "brant replacement on the !-space underlying Gr, so
Q in fact has the properties needed to apply the lifting Lemma A.2. We conclude that the stable
notions of co"brations, "brations and weak equivalences make the category sF(¹, R) of simplicial functors into a closed simplicial model category.
By de"nition the right adjoint (!)r preserves and detects weak equivalences and "brations. So it
remains to show that for every co"brant cHR-¹Q-bimodule A the unit map AP(A )r is a stable
r
equivalence. This is very similar to Lemma 4.10. We "rst consider the case when A is one of the
generating bimodules, i.e., when it is of the form A"cHR  (!L K)  ¹Q for some pointed
simplicial set K. Then A P 9I [K] and the unit map
r
L
A"cHR  (!L K)  ¹QPHR  (!L K)  ¹Q"(A )r
r
is the composite of the assembly map and the map induced by the stable equivalence cHRPHR.
The assembly map is a stable equivalence when all except possibly one of the factors are co"brant
[25, Proposition 5.23]. Since cHR is co"brant as a Gamma-ring, it is also co"brant as a !-space
[37, Theorem 2.5]. Hence the map AP(A )r is a stable equivalence if A is a generating bimodule.
r
An arbitrary co"brant cHR-¹Q-bimodule is obtained from the trivial bimodule by iterated
pushouts along co"brations between bimodule of the above form, trans"nite composition and
(QG)(k>)"colim
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retract. So the rest of the argument is exactly as in Lemma 4.10. We only have to observe that the
functor (!) takes co"ber sequences of cHR-¹Q-bimodules to co"ber sequences of simplicial
r
functors. But co"ber sequences in sF(¹, R) are in particular short exact sequences which posses
long exact sequences in homotopy by Lemma 6.11. )
If we take R"¹  and F"I in the following corollary, the left hands side becomes

HH(¹; M I ) and the right-hand side becomes [H¹ , HM]H  Q. Change of rings gives an
A&2 U2
2 
isomorphism
[H¹ , HM]H  Q [¹Q, HM]H Q Q"THHH(¹Q; HM),
A2 U2
A&2 U2
so the cohomological part of Theorem 6.7 is a special case of
6.14. Corollary. Let F be any functor in F(¹, R) and M an R-¹ -bimodule. Then the groups
are trivial for n'0 and the functor (!)r induces natural isomorphisms
[&LFr, HM]
A&0U2Q
.
ExtLF  (F, M I ) [Fr, &LHM]
2 0
2 
A&0U2Q
Proof. For an arbitrary cHR-¹Q-bimodule =, the group [=, HM]
is isomorphic to the
A&0U2Q
group of R-¹ -bimodule homomorphism from n = to M. Since n (&LFr) is trivial for n'0, the


"rst claim follows. When we regard functors F and G in F(¹, R) as constant simplicial objects,
ExtLF  (F, G) is isomorphic to the maps from F to &LG in the strict homotopy category of
2 0
simplicial functors sF(¹, R). The functor M I is additive and the associated bimodule HM
2 
is stably "brant, so M I is "brant in the stable model category structure of simplicial functors.
2 
So the maps from F to M I coincide in the strict and stable homotopy categories. Since (!)r
2 
is the right adjoint of a Quillen equivalence of model categories (Theorem 6.13), the group of maps
from F to &L(M I ) in the stable homotopy category of simplicial functors is mapped
2 
isomorphically to the group of maps from Fr to HM in Ho(cHR-mod-¹Q). 䊐
is not bijective for arbitrary functors in
6.15. Remark. The map ExtLF  (F, G)P[Fr,&LGr]
2 0
A&0U2Q
F(¹,R). For example, if we take F to be one of the projective generators P then
L
(n Gr)L by Lemma 6.9. These two expressions are
HomF  (P ,G) G(n>), but [Pr , Gr]

2 0 L
L
A&0\2Q
di!erent unless G is additive. In particular we can take ¹ to be the theory of pointed sets and
R"¹ "9. In this case the abelianization functor I is isomorphic to the projective object P , so


H(¹; G) G(1>) and HH(¹;G) is trivial for **1. On the other hand ¹Q is the sphere Gamma-ring,
so THHH(¹Q; Gr) n Gr, which can have higher homotopy groups.
H

7. Examples
7.1. Sets. In the theory of pointed sets, the algebras are the pointed simplicial sets and the stable
category is (a model for) the usual stable homotopy category. The associated Gamma-ring is the
sphere spectrum 2, so Theorem 4.4 reduces to [9, Theorem 5.8] saying that the homotopy theory of
!-spaces is equivalent to that of connective spectra.
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7.2. Simplicial sets with G-action. Let G be a simplicial monoid and consider the theory of pointed
simplicial sets with pointed G-action. The stable category is the category of spectra with G-action
(i.e., G-objects in the category of spectra in the sense of [9]). The stable equivalences are equivariant
maps which induce isomorphisms of the homotopy groups of underlying spectra. The associated
Gamma-ring is 2[G], the monoid ring of G over the sphere spectrum (see 1.11). The map from
stable homotopy to homology is represented by the map of monoid rings 2[G]PH(9[G]).
If G is a simplicial group (not just a simplicial monoid), then the homotopy theory of pointed
G-simplicial sets is the same as the homotopy theory of retractive spaces over the classifying space
BG. This is well known and can be seen as follows: we let EG denote a universal principal G-space,
i.e., any weakly contractible simplicial set with a free G-action, and we take the orbit space of EG by
the G-action as our model for the classifying space. Then pullback along the orbit map EGPBG is
an equivalence of categories between the category of simplicial sets containing BG as a retract, and
the category of (unpointed) G-simplicial sets containing EG as an equivariant retract (in both cases
the section and retraction are part of the data).
The appropriate model category structure for retractive G-spaces over EG is the one in which
"brations and weak equivalences are those morphisms that are "brations and weak equivalences of
simplicial sets after forgetting the G-action, the retraction and the section. The functor that
collapses the retract EG to a point is then the left adjoint of a Quillen equivalence between the
category of retractive G-simplicial sets over EG, and the category of pointed G-simplicial sets. So
altogether Theorem 4.4 can be interpreted as saying that the stable homotopy theory of spaces
retractive over BG is equivalent to the homotopy theory of 2[G]-modules, or spectra with an
action of G. This is exploited by Klein and Rognes to prove a chain rule for the Calculus of
Functors [22].
7.3. Monoids and groups. The theories of sets, monoids and groups have equivalent stable
homotopy theories. This follows from the fact (see [29, Theorem 1]) that the free monoid and the
free group generated by a connected simplicial set are weakly equivalent to the loop space on the
suspension of the simplicial set. Since the map from a simplicial set to the loop space of its
suspension is twice as highly connected as the space itself, the maps of Gamma-rings
2P (monoids)Q P (groups)Q
are stable equivalences.
7.4. Nilpotent groups. The lower central series of a group G is a "ltration by normal subgroups ! G.
P
These subgroups are de"ned inductively by ! G"G and ! G"[! G, G], the subgroup gener
P
P\
ated by commutators. A group is called nilpotent of class r if ! G is trivial. We denote by NilP the
P>
theory of class r nilpotent groups. We obtain a tower of theories
(groups) P2PNilP P NilP\ P2P Nil"(abelian groups).
It follows from a theorem of Curtis [12, Theorem 1.4] that the unit map 2P(NilP)Q is (log r!1)
connected. So the associated sequence of Gamma-rings interpolates between 2 and (Nil)Q"H9.
7.5. p-local groups. Fix a prime number p. By considering p-local nilpotent groups we obtain
a Gamma-ring model for the p-local sphere spectrum, together with a `multiplicative "ltrationa.
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This provides a di!erent view at the mod p-lower central series spectral sequence of [8]. A nilpotent
group G is called p-local if for all primes qOp the set map x C xO is a bijection of G onto itself. On
the category of nilpotent groups there exists a p-localization functor G C G which is left adjoint
N
to the inclusion of nilpotent p-local groups [41, Section 8]. p-localization is exact and commutes
with the terms in the lower central series, i.e.,
(G/! G)
G /! (G ).
P N
N P N
p-local groups of "xed nilpotence class r form a theory which we denote by NilP . By [10, Chapter
N
IV] the group-theoretic localization map GPG induces p-localization on homotopy groups for
N
every simplicial nilpotent group G. This implies that the map of Gamma-rings (NilP)QP(NilP )Q is
N
the p-localization map on the associated spectra.
The category of simplicial theories has inverse limits and these are calculated pointwise [6,
Proposition 3.11.1]. We denote by Nil; the inverse limit theory of the NilP . If X is a reduced
N
N
simplicial set, GX its Kan loop group, then the inverse limit of the simplicial groups (GX/! (GX))
P
N
is weakly equivalent to the loop group of the 9 -completion of X by [10, Chapter IV, Proposition
N
4.1]. In particular, the free Nil; -algebra generated by a reduced simplicial set X is a model for the
N
p-localization of )"&X". So the Gamma-ring (Nil; )Q is a model for the p-local sphere spectrum.
N
We de"ne J as the pointwise "bre of the map of Gamma-rings associated to Nil; PNilNG . Then
N
G
N
G
J P (Nil; )Q P (NilN )Q
N
G
N
is a homotopy "bre sequence of !-spaces: when evaluated at any simplicial set it gives a short exact
sequence of simplicial groups. Since J is the "ber of a multiplicative map between Gamma-rings, it
G
inherits a multiplication (but no unit), and it behaves like an ideal of (Nil; )Q. One can show that the
N
J 's even form a multiplicative "ltration of (Nil; )Q, i.e., the image of J  J in (Nil; )Q under the
G
N
G
H
N
Gamma-ring multiplication is contained in J . Altogether we have obtained a convergent
G>H
multiplicative "ltration on a Gamma-ring model of the p-local sphere spectrum. This "ltration in
turn gives rise to a multiplicative spectral sequence. There is a variant which starts with the p-lower
central series, and gives a multiplicative "ltration on the p-completed sphere spectrum. In that case,
the spectral sequence obtained from the "ltration is the mod-p lower central series spectral
sequence of [8]. From the E-term on this spectral sequence is the Adams spectral sequence.
7.6. In5nite loop spaces. In our simplicial setup, the Barratt}Eccles model [1,2] gives an algebraic
theory modeling in"nite loop spaces. Barratt and Eccles de"ne a functor !> from the category of
pointed simplicial sets to itself [1, De"nition 3.1]. To avoid notational confusion with the category
! of "nite pointed sets, we use the notation c> for the functor of Barratt and Eccles. The functor
c> is degreewise de"ned and commutes with "ltered colimits, i.e., it comes from a !-space, and
c> has the structure of a triple [1, Proposition 3.6]. So c> is the free algebra functor of a simplicial
theory. This is in fact the only example of a simplicial theory which we consider explicitly and
which is not a discrete theory. The algebras over this theory are called `simplicial set with
!>-structurea in [1]. For connected pointed simplicial sets X, c>X is a model for )&"X" (this is
proved for Kan complexes in [1, Theorem 4.10, 5.4], but since the functor c> is a prolonged
!-space, it preserves weak equivalences of simplicial sets [9, Section 4.9] so that property holds for
arbitrary X). Every c>-algebra X is naturally a simplicial monoid. Barratt and Eccles show
furthermore [2, Theorem A] that if n X is a group, then the c>-structure provides natural in"nite
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deloopings of X. In this sense, the algebraic theory c> models in"nite loop spaces. The Gammaring (c>)Q arising from the theory c> is yet another model for the sphere spectrum; it has the
property that its underlying !-space is special.
7.7. Modules. Let B be a simplicial ring and consider the theory of simplicial left B-modules. The
Gamma-ring obtained from this theory is the Eilenberg}MacLane Gamma-ring HB as de"ned in
1.5. The homotopy theory of B-modules remains unchanged under stabilization (cf. [36, Theorem
2.2.2]). Theorem 4.4 thus says that the homotopy theory of simplicial B-modules is equivalent to
the homotopy theory of HB-modules; we recover [37, Theorem 4.4].
7.8. Associative algebras. Let B be a commutative simplicial ring and consider the theory of
augmented associative B-algebras (alias associative B-algebras without unit). We claim that the
map from the theory of B-modules to the theory of augmented associative B-algebras induces
a weak equivalence on associated Gamma-rings
% (Ass. B-alg)Q.
HBP
The connective stable homotopy theory of augmented associative B-algebras is thus equivalent to
the homotopy theory of simplicial B-modules. This fact could have been proven without ever
introducing Gamma-rings by the methods of [36, Section 3]. To prove the claim we note that the
free associative non-unital B-algebra generated by a pointed simplicial set K decomposes as the
direct sum

 BI [K2K ]
GFHFI
L
L
where BI [!] denotes the reduced free B-module. If K is taken to be a k-dimensional sphere, all
homogeneous components of degree *2 are at least (2k!1)-connected, so the map from the free
B-module on SI to the free non-unital associative B-algebra on SI is (2k!2)-connected.
7.9. Commutative algebras. Let B be a commutative simplicial ring and consider the theory of
augmented commutative B-algebras (alias commutative B-algebras without unit) Commutative
simplicial algebras have been the object of much study [14,17,18,31,36]. The homology theory
arising as the derived functor of abelianization in this case is known as AndreH }Quillen homology
for commutative rings.
We denote by DB the Gamma-ring arising from the theory of augmented commutative Balgebras. If B is a 0-algebra, the map HBPDB induced from the symmetric algebra functor is
a stable equivalence (cf. [36, Theorem 3.2.3]). In general, the Eilenberg}MacLane spectrum splits
o! DB, but the category of commutative augmented B-algebras can have higher stable homotopy
operations, in which case DB is not equivalent to HB.
We claim that as a !-space, DB is stably equivalent to HB*H9. In particular, the homotopy
groups of DB are additively isomorphic to the integral spectrum homology of the Eilenberg}MacLane spectrum HB. To prove our claim we use that the free commutative B-algebra
without unit on a pointed set X is additively isomorphic to the reduced free B-module on the
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in"nite symmetric product of X. Hence if we let SP denote the !-space that sends a pointed set to
the in"nite symmetric product, then DB is isomorphic to the composite !-space HB  SP. For every
connected simplicial abelian monoid the map to its group completion is a weak equivalence [40,
Corollary 5.7], so the group completion map SP PH9 is a stable weak equivalence of !-spaces.
Hence DB is weakly equivalent to the derived smash product of HB and H9 by [25, Proposition
5.23]. HB *H9 can be constructed as an E -ring spectrum, but the weak equivalence to DB

cannot be multiplicative in any sense since the ring of homotopy groups of HB * H9 is graded
commutative, that of DB is generally not.
By Section 4.11 the ring n DB is isomorphic to the ring of stable homotopy operations of
H
commutative simplicial B-algebras. These operations are also referred to as the stable Cartan}Bous"eld}Dwyer algebra (since these authors calculated the unstable operations for B"% ,
N
see [11,7,14]). Additively, n DB is the direct sum of the stable derived functors, in the sense of Dold
H
and Puppe [13, Section 8.3], of the symmetric power functors on the category of B-modules. In [7,
Section 12], Bous"eld calculates the ring n D% under the name of `stable algebra of the functor
H N
algebraa of symmetric powers. For p"2 ([7, Theorem 12.3]; see also [14]) it is the associative
unital % -algebra with generators a for i*2 subject to the relations

G
n
n
a
a
"0 and
a
a
"0
K>G >K>H
>K>G >K>H
i
i
G>HL
G>HL
for m, n*0. [7, Theorem 12.6] gives a similar but more complicated description for odd primes.
If X is an augmented commutative simplicial B-algebra, its stable homotopy is de"ned as the
homotopy groups of the suspension spectrum of any co"brant replacement: nQ X"n &X. Then
H
H
the stable homotopy and AndreH }Quillen homology of X are related by the universal coe$cient and
Atiyah}Hirzebruch spectral sequences of Section 5.5





TorLH" (n B, nQ X) N H/ X
N
H
H O
N>O
H/(X; n DB) N nQ X.
N
O
N>O
7.10. Divided power and Lie algebras. In the spirit of the previous two examples, one can consider
other types of algebras over a commutative ring B and study the Gamma-rings they give rise to.
For divided power algebras over % , Bous"eld [7, Theorems 12.3 and 12.6] calculates the graded
N
ring of homotopy groups of the associated Gamma-ring, again under the name of `stable derived
functorsa of the divided power functors. For the case of restricted Lie algebras over % , this
N
calculation is carried out in [8, Theorems 2.4 and 2.4']. The result is known as the "-algebra, and it
shows up as a E-term of the Adams spectral sequence for the stable homotopy groups of spheres.
The case of restricted Lie algebras is closely related to Example 7.5 since the associated graded to
the p-lower central series "ltration of a free group is the free restricted Lie algebra on the
abelianized group.
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Appendix A. Co5brantly generated model categories
In [32, II.p.3.4], Quillen formulates his small object argument, which is now a standard device
for producing model category structures. An example of this is the lifting Lemma A.2 below which
we use several times in this paper. After Quillen, various other authors have axiomatized and
generalized the small object argument. We work with the `co"brantly generated model categoriesa
of [15]. We have given a review of co"brantly generated model categories in [37, Appendix A] and
we will continue to use that terminology. In all the cases we treat in this paper, category theory
automatically takes care of the smallness conditions. The basic reason is that we are dealing with
suitable functor categories with values in simplicial sets. The relevant category theoretical notion is
that of a locally presentable category. The categories we consider are even locally "nitely
presentable. In general, categories involving actual topological spaces tend not to be locally
presentable.
An object K of a category C is called xnitely presentable if the hom functor homC(K,!) preserves
"ltered colimits. A set G of objects of a category C is called a set of strong generators if for every
object K and every proper subobject there exists G3G and a morphism GPK which does not
factor through the subobject. A category is called locally xnitely presentable if it is cocomplete and
has a set of "nitely presentable strong generators.
A.1. Lemma. Let ¹ be a simplicial theory. Then the categories ¹-alg, GS(¹) and Sp(¹) are locally
xnitely presentable. If ¹ is a discrete theory and R a ring, then the category sF(¹,R) of simplicial
functors is locally xnitely presentable. If S is a Gamma-ring, then the category of S-modules is locally
xnitely presentable.
Proof. All the above categories are cocomplete. Finitely presentable strong generators exist
because objectwise evaluation is representable in all these categories. More precisely, possible
choices of generators are as follows. In ¹-alg, we can choose the ¹-algebras freely generated by the
simplicial standard simplices (*G)>. In GS(¹) we can take the objects ¹Q(!L(*G)>). In Sp(¹) we
take the spectra of ¹-algebras FG de"ned by
L
if
j(n,
*
(FG ) "
LH
&H\LF2((*G)>)
if j*n.



In the category sF(¹, R) of simplicial functors the objects P 9[*G] serve as generators, where
L
P denotes the projective generator associated to the object n> of ¹ as in Section 6.1. Finally, for
L
a Gamma-ring S the modules S!L(*G)> do the job. 䊐
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We make no claim to originality for the following lifting lemma; various other lifting lemmas can
be found in the model category literature. We use the lifting lemma to obtain model category
structures for the categories listed in Lemma A.1. A proof of the lemma is given in [37, B.2 and B.3].
Let C be a simplicial model category, and let D be a complete and cocomplete category which is
tensored and cotensored over the category of simplicial sets. Consider a simplicial adjoint functor
pair
*
&&
C&& D.
0
By this we mean that ¸ and R have the structure of simplicial functors and the adjunction extends
to an isomorphism of simplicial hom sets. We call a map f : XP> in D a weak equivalence (resp.
"bration) if the map R( f ) : R(X)PR(>) is a weak equivalence (resp. "bration) in C. A map in D is
called a co"bration if it has the left lifting property with respect to all acyclic "brations.
A.2. Lemma. ([37, B.2 and B.3]). In the above situation, assume that the model category C is
coxbrantly generated and that the category D is locally xnitely presentable. Assume further that there
exists a functor Q : DPD and a natural weak equivalence XPQX such that QX is xbrant for all X.
Then the category D becomes a coxbrantly generated closed simplicial model category.
The last lemma about the Bous"eld}Friedlander category of spectra of [9, Theorem 2.3] is
needed in Theorem 4.3 to obtain the model category structure for spectra of algebras over an
algebraic theory.
A.3. Lemma. The stable model category structure for spectra is coxbrantly generated.
Proof. The functor that takes a spectrum to its nth term has a left adjoint which we will denote F .
L
F K is a shift desuspension of the suspension spectrum de"ned by
L
if j(n,
*
(F K) "
L H
SH\LK
if j*n.



There are three types of generating (acyclic) co"brations:
(A) F (**G)>PF (*G)>
L
L
% F (*G)>
(B) F ("G I)>P
L
L
% CH (*G)>.
CH (**G)>P
(C) (F SH)(*G)>6 L>H H
L
L>H
$ 1 ;/ G> L
Here *G denotes the simplicial i-simplex, **G its boundary and "G I the kth horn. Also
CH "(F SH(*)>)6 L>H H F S
L
L>H
$ 1 " L
is the reduced mapping cylinder of the map F SHPF S which is the identity in spectrum degrees
L>H
L
above n#j (this map is thus a stable weak equivalence, but it is not a co"bration). Since both
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source and target of this map are co"brant, the inclusion of the source into the mapping cylinder is
a co"bration. The projection CH PF S is a simplicial homotopy equivalence.
L
L
The "rst observation is that a map of spectra XP> has the right lifting property for maps of
type (A) if and only if all maps X P> are acyclic "brations of simplicial sets. So right lifting
L
L
property for maps of type (A) is equivalent to being a strict acyclic "bration. Since co"brations
coincide in the strict and stable model category structures, so do the acyclic "brations. Hence the
maps of type (A) qualify as generating co"brations. Similarly, right lifting property for all maps of
type (B) is equivalent to being a strict "bration. We claim that if in addition the right lifting
property for maps of type (C) holds, then the map XP> is a stable "bration. This shows that the
maps of type (B) and (C) qualify as generating acyclic co"brations.
To prove the claim we "rst show that if a strict "bration of spectra XP> has the right lifting
are weak
property with respect to the maps of type (C), then the maps X P> ; H L>H)HX
L>H
L
L 7
equivalences for all n and j. Note that hom(F SJ, X) )JX where the left-hand side denotes
I
I
simplicial hom sets of spectra and where ) denotes the simplicial set of maps from the simplicial
circle S (which can have the `wronga homotopy type if the argument is not "brant). The right
lifting property with respect to the maps of type (C) is thus equivalent to the maps
hom(F SH, X)"hom(CH ,>); H L>H)HX
hom(CH ,X)Phom(CH ,>);
L>H
L
7
L>H
L
L
 $L>H1H 7
being acyclic "brations of simplicial sets. Since CH PF S is a simplicial homotopy equivalence, so
L
L
is the map X hom(F S, X)P hom(CH , X). In the commutative diagram
L
L
L

the right square is a pullback square in which the lower horizontal map is a "bration and the right
vertical map is a weak equivalence. So the middle vertical map is a weak equivalence, and so is the
map X P> ; H L>H)HX .
L>H
L
L 7
Since X P>
is a "bration of simplicial sets, the right square in the commutative diagram
L>H
L>H

is homotopy cartesian (even though the horizontal maps need not be weak equivalences). By what
we proved in the previous paragraph the left square is also homotopy cartesian, so the outer
composed square is homotopy cartesian for all n and j. It follows that the squares
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are homotopy cartesian where (QX) "colim )H Sing"X ". So the "bration criterion [9, Section
L
H
L>H
A.7] is satis"ed and the map XP> is a stable "bration of spectra. 䊐
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